


Ronald McDonald House Charities
Helping families find strength in numbers 

through a network of local Chapters.
Helping families find strength in numbers through
a network of local Chapters. It’s something we
see every day – children healing because they’re
surrounded by their families. And while RMHC
may not be able to make the medicine taste bet-
ter or erase the pain of a much-needed treatment,
we can help lessen the burden for more than
seven million families each and every year. Since
1974, our network of local Chapters have been
making children happier and healthier by keeping
families together – giving them a place to rest and
refresh. A place that feels like home. These pro-
grams, tailored to meet the urgent needs of each
community, can now be found in 58 countries
and regions across the globe.

GET INVOLVED
Help us help even more families in need.
Each year, seven million children and families are
served by RMHC – and more need our help. We
want to support more children throughout their
recovery, give more families a comfortable place
to stay during a difficult time and offer medical
services to more children who are without.
But we can't do it without you, so we're asking you
to get involved. There are so many ways for you to
join us in our mission dedicated to providing sta-
bility and vital resources to children in need.

Ronald McDonald House Charities� 
One Kroc Drive, Oak Brook, IL 60523� 
Phone: 630-623-7048 | Fax: 630-623-7488� 
Email: info@rmhc.org | Web: www.rmhc.org

Agnes and Steve Brooks, P.S.D. making AZO’s donation of
can tabs to Ronald McDonald House. Thanks to friends,
family and AZO for helping us make a large contribution.
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From the desk 
of the editor...
I do not think I have ever been as
enthusiastic about a position as
when Supreme Directorum
Lauren Judson asked if I was
interested in being this year’s
AZOan editor. Saying thank you
simply is not enough. I was
thrilled to take on the role, most-
ly because instead of shaking my
way through another speech, I

would finally get to address everyone in my most comfort-
able medium – written word. However, as I sat down to
write what would become 84 paragraphs of scratch work, I
struggled to concisely communicate what the past eight
years in this fraternity have done to transform who I am.
In a quest for inspiration, I resorted to the tried and true
method of searching phrases online until something struck
me. Several grandiose literary quotes later, I came across an
excerpt from The Muppets Movie: “There’s not a word yet
for old friends who’ve just met.” I realized that is exactly
what the word “frater” has come to mean to me – whether
we have known each other an hour or a decade, each indi-
vidual in this fraternity innately has a place in my heart. The
warmth and openness each frater has extended me when
we met solidifies the strength of this unspoken bond. With
how much I value this now, I have to laugh looking back on
how hesitant I was to dive into a wonderful organization.
My story probably is not the first you have heard about
someone stumbling into a love of AZO. My best friend only
persuaded me to come to an informational meeting with
the promise of pizza, and throughout pledging I was noth-
ing exceptional. My involvement began with a lucky coin-
cidence. A few months after I pledged, our winter conven-
tion was held 15 minutes from my father’s house in Florida.
I was going to be visiting anyway, so I figured what the
heck, let’s check this out. I do not know what moment my
feelings changed, but somewhere between herding Shin
and Corey back to our hotel after a night out and playing
dots in meetings, I fell in love with the brotherhood. From
that point forward, I was hooked.
When I returned to Nu chapter, convention was all I could
talk about. I spent countless hours trying to find all my new
friends on Facebook and planning for the first inter-chapter
event Nu hosted after I became a frater. I launched myself
into every available position on a chapter level and went to
every possible event. Yet, even years down the road,
Supreme officers always seemed like these untouchable indi-
viduals who were specially selected from the crowd to be
elevated within the fraternity. Spoiler alert: that is not how it
works. It actually took P.S.D. Diane Gomes taking me aside
and suggesting my first appointed position to make me real-
ize the only person stopping me from moving forward was
myself. So this is my official thank you to her, and my call out
to everyone giving their whole heart to this fraternity – the
door is open; the only person holding you back is yourself. 

We are a truly lucky group in that we have the priv-
ilege of watching the junction of two very prosper-
ous eras. We get to be inspired by thriving under-
graduate chapters across the country constantly
pushing the “minimum” expectation higher and
experienced alumni fraters receiving many well-
deserved awards for a lifetime of service. While I
was observing Herb Pobiner receive his 70-year
award, I was not only marveling at his grand com-
mitment, but also wondering if I would ever see
myself in the same position (and who would be
helping me push my walker if I did). As a young
alumnus, I am thrilled to see the push for alumni
retention being headed by our Supreme officers,
and I cannot wait to watch my generation make the
same strides we can only admire today.
I would be daft not to thank the numerous contri-
butions of these fantastic alumni and friends, with-
out whom this issue would not have been possi-
ble. A huge thank you goes out to my publisher,
Don Reisfeld, for his patience with my borderline
obsessive need to “edit” (read as “rewrite”) every
article before sending it to him and his tireless
work formatting the AZOan each year. I want to
recognize fraters Tiffany Janajreh and Adam
Schweitzer for giving me their step-by-step play-
books from their terms in this position and always
being available to lend a helping hand. Thank you
to Bruce Strell, P.S.D., Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.N.P.,
and Lois Seidenman, P.N.P., for their proofreading
prowess and all of their contributions to this edi-
tion. As always, a huge thank you to Gloria, P.N.P.
and Lou Flacks, P.S.D. for offering their guidance
through many positions and for embodying frater-
nalism and selflessness in a way that we can only
aspire to show someday. And a special thanks to
my sounding board, Nick Woodard, for toning me
down when I went over the top and keeping the
pizza rolls coming during the last weeks of this
process. I could not ask for a better partner on this
adventure.
In perusing the last fifteen years of AZOans, I found
myself transported on a magnificent journey of fra-
ternal progress. We went from having one Simon
Sless Award winner to regularly having eight, and
nearly doubled the amount of Supreme positions to
coordinate our expansion in activities. I hope this
publication reads similarly to you – a capsule of a
truly beautiful time for the fraternity, giving both the
triumphant tales of seasoned fraters and the bright
accounts of a younger generation beginning to find
their place in AZO. May it fill you with pride for all
of our accomplishments and inspire you with sto-
ries of fraters who personify the values of peace,
friendship and brotherly love. 

Fraternally,

Nicole Hodgdon 
2018 AZOan Editor
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Supreme Officers/Chairs 2017-18
Supreme Directorum
Lauren Judson – Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum
Katelyn Parsons – Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Supreme 2nd Sub-Directorum
Tiffany Janajreh – Budd Lake, New Jersey
Supreme Signare
Nicole Saracino – North Merrick, New York
Supreme Associate Signare
Nicholas Woodard – Guilford, Connecticut
Supreme Excheque
Jonathan McLachlan – Canton, Michigan
Supreme Bellarum
Nicole Silengo – North Haven, Connecticut
Supreme Undergraduate Representative
Stephanie Niman – Bristol, Connecticut
Supreme Undergraduate Associate Representatives
Shom Ganguly – Lumberton, New Jersey
Luke Neumann – Wildwood, Missouri
Supreme Deputy
Stephen Imperato, P.S.D. – Martinsville, New Jersey
AZOAN Editor
Nicole Hodgdon – Guilford, Connecticut
Supreme Historian
Jessica Filippoli – Moorestown, New Jersey
Supreme Chaplain
Paul R. Holly, P.S.D. – Baltimore, Maryland
Director of Fraternal Affairs
Bruce Strell, P.S.D. – Tampa, Florida
Director of Financial Affairs
John Anciano, P.S.D. – Somerset, New Jersey
Director of Professional Affairs Career Resources 
Katelyn Parsons – Longmeadow, Massachusetts
Director of Development 
Vishal Amin – Cranston, Rhode Island 
Supreme Convention Steering Committee 
Louis Flacks, P.S.D. – Yorktown Heights, New York
Webmaster & Director of Electronic Communications
Tan Carlin – San Diego, California
Director of External Relationships & Director of Mailing
Louis Flacks, P.S.D. – Yorktown Heights, New York
Director of Mentorship
Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D. – Danbury, Connecticut
Tri Le – Baltimore, Maryland
AZO Direct Member 
Adam Schweitzer – Revere, Massachusetts
Legal Advisor 
Joy Pollock, Esq., P.N.P. – Meadowbrook, Pennsylvania
Ephraim G. Sless Memorial Scholarship
John Chin, P.S.D. – Monroe, New Jersey
Ephraim G. Sless Scholarship Fund 
Bradford Perry – Branchburg, New Jersey
Chairman, Sidney R. Rome Newspaper
Emily Wilson – Bath, Maine
Director of Corporate Alliance
Louis Flacks, P.S.D. – Yorktown Heights, New York
Philanthropy Committee
Sam Keeven – Columbia, Illinois
Kelly Garrity – Woburn, Massachusetts
Good & Welfare 
Jared Bruno – Manalapan, New Jersey
Special Actions
Shari Fine, P.S.D. – Ocean, New Jersey
Special Fundraising 
Steve Brooks, P.S.D. – Edison, New Jersey 
Ashley Simpson – North Bellmore, New York
Thomas Spring – South Hadley, Massachusetts
Recruitment Committee Chariman 
Todd Thompson – Portland, Maine
Advocacy Committee Chairman  
Mario Coronado – St. Louis, Missouri
Supreme Council Member-At-Large
Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D. – Danbury, Connecticut

PEACE

FRIENDSHIP, 

and

BROTHERLY LOVE.

ALPHA ZETA OMEGA is a Pharmaceutical
Fraternity composed of Pharmacists and

Undergraduates in Pharmacy,
selected on the basis of

The objectives of the fraternity are to promote
the profession of Pharmacy; to develop high
standards of Scholarship; to inculcate a spirit of
Fellowship amongst all of its members; to bring
together a body of professional men and
women who, by the diligent maintenance of
ethical ideals and faithful service, have proven
a credit to their chosen profession; to honor
achievement in others; to commend all worthy
deeds; to build within our Fraternity a triangle
composed of three supporting sides which are 

CHARACTER,

FELLOWSHIP,

and

SCHOLARSHIP.

The Creed
of

Alpha Zeta Omega
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Supreme Officers 2017-2018
Standing left to right: Luke Neumann, Associate Undergraduate Rep • Nicholas Woodard, Associate Signare • Nicole Saracino, Signare

Jonathan McLachlan, Excheque • Stephanie Niman, Undergraduate Representative • Shom Ganguly, Associate Undergraduate Rep
Seated: Nicole Silengo, Bellarum • Tiffany Janajreh, 2nd Sub-Directorum • Lauren Judson, Directorum • Katelyn Parsons, 1st Sub-Directorum

The Supreme Chapter

The National Auxiliary

National Auxiliary Officers 2017-2018
Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.N.P., President • Vicki Behme, Recording Secretary • Lois Seidenman, P.N.P., Corresponding Secretary

Christopher Judson, Treasurer • Kyle Harrison, Sergeant-At-Arms • Dottie Jacobson, P.N.P., Sunshine Chair
Rhoda Grimsky, P.N.P., Sandra J. Williams Fund • Lois Seidenman, P.N.P. and Vicki Behme, AZOETTE Co-Editors

Past National Presidents (standing): Agnes Brooks, Jeanne-Marie Holly, Rosalie Chin, (seated): Joy Pollock, Gloria Flacks and Trudy Lieberman
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1921 – 1922 Stanley W. Rosenfeld, Alpha*
1922 – 1923 Lawrence M. Rosenfeld, Alpha*
1923 – 1924 Ephraim G. Sless, Alpha*
1924 – 1925 Samuel Friedenberg, Epsilon*
1925 – 1926 Simon I. Sless, Beta*
1926 – 1927 David L. Dyen, Alpha*
1927 – 1928 Isadore M. Ostrum, Gamma*
1928 – 1929 Morris Abrams, Beta*
1929 – 1930 Roy Scott, Theta*
1930 – 1931 Emanuel V. Shulman, Kappa*
1931 – 1932 David L. Dyen, Alpha*
1932 – 1933 Milford J. Harris, Theta*
1933 – 1934 Hyman Leichtman, Eta*
1934 – 1935 Benjamin Striner, Kappa*
1935 – 1936 Solomon P. Schwartz, Lambda*
1936 – 1937 Harry L. Ostrow, Mu*
1937 – 1939 Irving A. Harkavy, Zeta*
1939 – 1941 Roy Scott, Theta*
1941 – 1944 Zach C. Oppenheimer, Lambda*
1944 – 1946 Elder H. Stein, Mu*
1946 – 1948 Maher Passamaneck, Lambda*
1948 – 1950 Henry E. Agin, Theta*
1950 – 1951 Sidney R. Rome, Nu*
1951 – 1952 Morris A. Morton, Omicron*
1952 – 1953 Jerome Boonshoft, Xi*
1953 – 1954 Henry G. Seidman, Kappa*
1954 – 1955 Samuel Clearfield, Gamma*
1955 – 1956 Sidney Shochet, Pi*
1956 – 1957 Oscar I. Roth, Mu*
1957 – 1958 A. Milton Cohen, Theta*
1958 – 1959 William A. Goodman, Iota*
1959 – 1960 Frank T. Smith, Gamma*
1960 – 1961 Irving Goldberg, Pi*
1961 – 1962 Jacob Chitlik, Lambda*
1962 – 1963 Harold M. Goldfeder, Pi*
1963 – 1964 Henry E. Agin, Theta*
1964 – 1965 Robert Kirschner, Zeta*
1965 – 1966 Herbert S. Garde, Beta*
1966 – 1967 David P. Rosenfield, Mu*
1967 – 1968 Nathan L. Pack, Omicron*
1968 – 1969 Samuel Breslow, Epsilon*
1969 – 1970 Herman S. Langer, Beta Alpha*
1970 – 1971 Coleman Levin, Gamma*
1971 – 1972 Mitchell M. Ross, Nu*

1972 – 1973 Maurice Williams, Rho
1973 – 1974 Burton J. Platt, Omicron*
1974 – 1975 Myron M. Krop, Epsilon
1975 – 1976 David Weiss, Omicron*
1976 – 1977 Aaron Masia, Xi*
1977 – 1978 Jay L. Pollock, Gamma*
1978 – 1979 William S. Katz, Nu*
1979 – 1980 Gary N. Helper, Phi
1980 – 1981 Michael Hornstein, Iota
1981 – 1982 Irving Barron, Theta*
1982 – 1983 Michael H. Seidenman, Eta
1983 – 1984 Bruce E. Strell, Epsilon
1984 – 1985 Woodrow M. Weinstein, Zeta*
1985 – 1986 Alan Abrams, Theta
1986 – 1987 Sheldon Berson, Beta Alpha*
1987 – 1988 Diane Adelman, Theta
1988 – 1989 Sidney Waldman, Gamma*
1989 – 1990 Robert B. Riedinger, Theta Alpha
1990 – 1991 Irwin C. Feder, Miami Alumni
1991 – 1992 Ernest Jacobson, Beta*
1992 – 1993 Shari D. Fine, Epsilon
1993 – 1994 Charles R. Porter, Beta
1994 – 1995 Katherine A. Porter, Beta
1995 – 1996 Alan Grimsky, Rho*
1996 – 1997 Morton B. Smith, Gamma 
1997 – 1998 Henry E. Agin, Theta*
1998 – 1999 Herman M. Vogin, Beta*
1999 – 2000 Edmund A. Keisman, Xi*
2000 – 2001 Louis Flacks, Xi
2001 – 2002 Steve Brooks, Iota
2002 – 2003 Michael H. Seidenman, Eta
2003 – 2004 Paul R. Holly, Kappa
2004 – 2005 Manuel I. Fiel, Beta*
2005 – 2007 Vincent Paul, Beta
2007 – 2008 John Anciano, Epsilon
2008 – 2009 Harry J. Lieberman, Zeta
2009 – 2010 Brian Pinto, Epsilon
2010 – 2011 Leonardo Ortega, Epsilon
2011 – 2012 Stephen Imperato, Epsilon
2012 – 2013 John W. Chin, Iota
2013 – 2014 Steve Brooks, Iota
2014 – 2015 Diane Medeiros, Tau
2015 – 2016 Izzat Janajreh, Epsilon
2016 – 2017 Harjeet Caberwal, Epsilon
*Deceased

Alpha�Zeta�Omega
Past Supreme Directorums
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How has this year gone
by already? I cannot
believe that this time
last year I was hoping
little Charlotte would
come in time for con-
vention. Luck was with
us, because she was
probably the youngest
person to ever attend a
convention at three
weeks old. It was a year
of firsts for the Judsons
parent’s our first baby,

my parents’ first convention and Chris’s first
position with the National Auxiliary.
Our year started out on a tough note with
Hurricane Maria hitting our Pi Rho chapter in
Puerto Rico and devastating their community. I
was proud to call myself your Directorum as the
undergraduates quickly started fundraising and
Second Sub-Directorum Tiffany Janajreh put
together a great video message from Supreme.
The outpouring of support for a chapter that was
in need was wonderful. 
I am so proud of what the Supreme officers have
accomplished this year. Our monthly conference
calls were always productive and allowed us to
stay on top of our goals. Frater Katelyn Parsons
worked relentlessly in the position of First
Supreme Sub-Directorum to research and organ-
ize the opportunity for us to offer webinars to
fraters. We are excited to begin this new pro-
gram and hopefully increase our retention of
fraters once they graduate. 
I was fortunate that most of the Supreme Board
was able to visit a lot of our chapters throughout
the year, as I was not able to travel as much as I
had planned. I had the pleasure of attending the
Delta Tau formal and Tau’s Last Call. I have been
fortunate to travel to a lot of chapter events over
the years and I thank the chapters for all of the
invitations they sent me. 
Alpha Zeta Omega really is a second family to
me. We celebrate successes together, mourn the
unfortunate together, keep an eye out for each
other, and visit each other as if we were related.
One of the more bittersweet moments I had sift-
ing through my years in AZO was looking over a

Supreme Directorum Report
photo of newborn Charlotte with a stuffed animal
Ernie and Dottie Jacobson gave her. While we are
still greatly saddened by Ernie’s passing, it is
heartwarming to know we will always have this
piece of his love with us. Although our growth
inevitably gives us more reasons to grieve, it has
also given us an even greater amount of things
to applaud. Seeing how many chapters now
have yearly events that they host for one anoth-
er leads me to reflect on when I was an under-
graduate. We had three inter-chapter events:
Tau’s Third Weekend, Epsilon’s Homecoming
and Sigma’s Bowl-a-thon. Now, chapters are
hosting one another almost every weekend. I
encourage everyone to continue hosting these
events and to continue attending them! 
I would like to thank the P.S.D.’s who all have
inspired me throughout my years so far as a Frater
of Alpha Zeta Omega. I would like to also thank
Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.N.P., for her wonderful
leadership of the Auxiliary through another great
year. 
Lastly, I would like to wish Katelyn and our next
group of Supreme officers the best as they con-
tinue to lead us into the next fraternal year. I can
not wait to celebrate you and our Achievement
Award winner Lois Seidenman, P.N.P. in the city
named after our sweet little Charlotte!

Peace, Friendship, and Brotherly Love,

Lauren Judson
Supreme Directorum 2017-2018

Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson, Chris Judson, 
National Auxiliary Treasurer and sweet little Charlotte Judson
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Supreme National Fundraising Project
LUSTGARTEN FOUNDATION

The Lustgarten Foundation is near and dear to many of our hearts. So many of our
friends, family and fraters have been affected by pancreatic cancer. So, for another
year Alpha Zeta Omega selected the Lustgarten Foundation as the national charity. 
Through walks and other fundraising events, our chapters were able to fundraise and create
awareness for the foundation. The Lustgarten Foundation uses 100% of proceeds toward research
related to the diagnosis, treatment, cure and prevention of pancreatic cancer. 
Thank you to all of the fraters for all of their support and hard work this year! 
Fraternally,

Lauren Judson
Supreme Directorum and 
Philanthropy Co-Chairs Kelly Garrity and Sam Keeven

Bob Ross Paint Night sponsored by Lambda Nu.

Epsilon held their first Lustgarten Walk for fraters and friends following
their Homecoming weekend festivities. Epsilon Chapter participated in Parkinson’s Walk.

Delta Tau hosts “Bring the Gold to Lustgarten” and
invited chapters to compete in Olympic themed
games to raise money for the Lustgarten Foundation.

AZO chapters raise money and increase
awareness at fundraising events.
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National Auxiliary Past Presidents
1940-46 Syd Scott, Theta*
1946-47 Belle Rothenberg, Detroit Alumni*
1947-49 Charlotte Schoenfeld, Pi*
1949-50 Kal Morton, Detroit Alumni*
1950-51 Rose Hillman, Eta*
1951-53 Evelyn Barman, Theta*
1953-55 Juel Roth, Mu*
1955-57 Martha Schochet, Pi*
1957-58 Min Millman, Detroit Alumni*
1958-59 Reva Goldfeder, Pi
1959-60 Mintsy Agin, Theta*
1960-61 Mildred Goldberg, Pi*
1961-62 Dolly Chitlik, Lambda*
1962-63 Fran Breslow, Epsilon*
1963-64 Ethel Sless, Connecticut Alumni*
1964-65 Edith Brenner, Philadelphia Alumni
1965-66 Elaine Rosenfeld, Mu
1966-67 Lil Bessoff, Connecticut Alumni*
1967-68 Mimi Boonshoft, New York Alumni*
1968-69 Esther Kirschner, New York Alumni*
1969-70 Bertha Charkins, Eta*
1970-71 Harriet Levine, Theta
1971-72 Bobby Ross, Connecticut Alumni*
1972-73 Sandra Williams, St. Louis Alumni*
1973-74 Annette Weinstein, Eta*
1974-75 Marion Krop, Epsilon
1975-76 Karyl Keisman, New York Alumni*
1976-77 Linda Masia, New York Alumni
1977-78 Joy Pollock, Philadelphia Alumni
1978-79 Diane Adelman, Theta
1979-80 Marilyn Katz, Connecticut Alumni*
1980-81 Lois J. Seidenman, Eta
1981-82 Norma Barron, Theta
1982-83 Rose Hillman, Eta*
1983-84 Marilyn Katz, Connecticut Alumni*
1984-85 Annette Weinstein, Eta*
1985-86 Edith Abrams, Theta
1986-87 Rhoda Grimsky, St. Louis Alumni
1987-88 Marilyn Garde, Philadelphia Alumni*
1988-89 Dottie Jacobson, Philadelphia Alumni
1989-90 Gertrude Wasserman, New York Alumni
1990-91 Doris Feder, Miami Alumni*
1991-92 Jan Helper, Detroit Alumni
1992-93 Joan C. Vogin, Philadelphia Alumni*
1993-94 Lois J. Seidenman, Eta
1994-95 Edith Abrams, Theta
1995-96 Rhoda Grimsky, St. Louis Alumni
1996-97 Sue Smith, Philadelphia Alumni*
1997-99 Joan C. Vogin, Philadelphia Alumni*
1999-00 Karyl Keisman, New York Alumni*
2000-01 Gloria Flacks, New York Alumni
2001-02 Agnes Brooks, New York Alumni
2002-03 Lois J. Seidenman, Eta
2003-04 Jeanne-Marie Holly, Direct Member
2004-05 Dottie Jacobson, Philadelphia Alumni
2005-07 Lois J. Seidenman, Eta
2007-08 Jeanne-Marie S. Holly, Direct Member
2008-09 Trudy Lieberman, New York Alumni
2009-10 Agnes Brooks, New York Alumni
2010-11 Edith Abrams, Theta 
2011-12 Marion Krop, Epsilon
2012-13 Rosalie Chin, New York Alumni
2013-15 Cheryl Monturo, Philadelphia Alumni
2015-17 Lois J. Seidenman, Eta
*Denotes deceased

National Auxiliary President Report
Greetings, it’s hard to believe
it will soon be time for the
Annual Convention. 
Where did the year go?
The National Auxiliary sup-
ported the Fraternity by
awarding scholarships to the
two Undergraduate Award
Recipients selected by the
Fraternity. We know the
importance of keeping and
mentoring undergraduates so

they will remain members of the Fraternity and can one
day serve as role models and mentors to those who
come after them. The Auxiliary is happy to support
these young professionals as they complete their for-
mal schooling and embark upon their careers.
We are so proud of National Auxiliary member Gloria
Flacks, P.N.P. who received the 2017 AZO
Achievement Medalist award. The Fraternity presents
this to a dignitary of the profession of pharmacy. It is
granted for long, meritorious and renowned service to
the profession. This is a well-deserved honor for Gloria.
We are pleased this honor will be bestowed upon
another National Auxiliary member in 2018 to: Lois
Seidenman, P.N.P. Lois has been a long time supporter
of the Fraternity and Auxiliary. To my knowledge, the
only other National Auxiliary member to receive this
honor was Joy Pollock, P.N.P. in 2014. All three are
extremely deserving of this award for their commend-
able service to the profession of pharmacy.
Congratulations to all for distinguished service.
We have new members who joined the Auxiliary since
the membership requirements expanded. We were
excited to install some of our newest members into
leadership positions at last year’s Convention. It is
important and vital for new members to assume lead-
ership roles in order to grow any organization. We look
forward to continuing to welcome new members, as
well as to seeing the Auxiliary’s new leadership contin-
ue to serve and support the Auxiliary and the Fraternity.
Both the National Convention in Providence and the
Regional Meeting at Sanibel Harbor in Fort Myers, were
great times to see AZO friends and to welcome new
attendees to the AZO “family.” It is a time when your
input into National Auxiliary business is needed. As a
voting delegate representing your Auxiliary Chapter, or
as an Auxiliary Direct Member, your vote helps to
shape the actions of the National Auxiliary.
I look forward to seeing you at the National Convention
in Charlotte on July 11-15, 2018. The convention prom-
ises to be just as outstanding as past conventions. I
hope that you will be there to experience it.

Warmest regards,

Jeanne-Marie S. Holly, P.N.P.
National Auxiliary President
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Thank you again to the fraternity for
electing me to the position of First
Sub-Directorum this year. It has
been exciting to see the progress of
chapters on a local level and to see
so many new faces at interchapter
and Supreme events. To start off
the year, Kyle, Copper, and I visited
Lambda Nu for part of their inter-
chapter weekend in September,
where all of us got to go on a boat

cruise! We attended the Big E portion of Delta Tau’s inter-
chapter weekend in late September and their formal this
spring. As the year finishes up, we are looking forward to
visiting Nu Chapter for their Alumni BBQ. I look forward to
visiting more chapters in the upcoming year, and I am hop-
ing to get to as many chapters as possible! As stated in my
report at winter convention, I am thankful to everyone for
their generous contributions after the tragic hurricane
impacting Puerto Rico and the Pi Rho Chapter. I am grate-
ful the situation allowed me (to fix the repetition) to take
Frater Sandra Rolon from Pi Rho on my ambulatory care
APPE rotation this fall at Western New England University.
My efforts this year focused on formation of the Supreme
Retention Committee for the second year. We held confer-
ence calls with representatives from each chapter who
worked to implement key recommendations from last
year’s committee on a chapter level. These included con-
tacting rotation year/alumni fraters directly for dues, iden-
tifying and beginning to implement a means for regularly
communicating with the rotation year/alumni fraters
throughout the year on chapter activities, creating/sending
out an events calendar to promote events well in advance
so rotation year/alumni fraters can plan to attend, develop-
ing a plan for professional events to hold that will be of
interest to the rotation year/alumni fraters, developing a
plan for how to involve rotation year/alumni fraters in
pledging, and regularly discussing how the chapter is
doing for retention at chapter meetings. During conference
calls, the committee members shared ideas that were
working and challenges in accomplishing these tasks. The
committee’s efforts have been focused on updating inac-
tive frater contact information so that outreach in the com-
ing fraternal year may be more effective. It will be impor-
tant that chapters and Supreme continue to expand upon
these efforts to get alumni fraters excited to return to the
fraternity or to stay active upon graduation. 
My other main focus has been planning for our continuing
education efforts and creation of CE webinars. After
months of researching various platforms, I am excited to
say we will be rolling out our first CE webinar on May 20th
through the platform BigMarker. Information can be found
in my continuing education report. As chair of the Awards
Committee this year, I want to congratulate Fraters Nicole
Silengo and Ashley Simpson on receiving the Jay Pollock
Supreme Undergraduate Award. I look forward to cele-
brating Lois Seidenman as she receives the Achievement
Award and announcing next year’s Jay Pollock
Undergraduate Award recipient. I hope to see everyone in

Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum Report

This year has been an exciting one for our continuing educa-
tion efforts. I am thankful to Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D. and
Sandra Rolon for presenting an excellent CE program on
important updates in lipid therapy at the Winter Convention.
We are currently finalizing the details for the summer CE pro-
gram and will be sending out information in the near future.
This year the Supreme E-board has been looking into offering
online CE webinars starting this spring. Our first webinar is
planned for May 20th, which will be presented by Genevieve
Hale on the JNC8 vs. 2017 hypertension guidelines. This will
serve as a pilot program and will be open to all active and
inactive fraters at no charge; the program will be limited to
the first 100 fraters to register. My hope is that next fraternal
year we can begin offering quarterly webinars to provide four
hours of live CE credits for our fraters, in addition to the CE
offerings at convention. I want to extend a big thank you to
New York Alumni and especially Lou Flacks, P.S.D., as our
continuing education efforts would not be possible without
their help in accrediting these programs through ACPE and
all of the behind-the-scenes work that they do. I am thankful
to Lou’s daughter, Michelle Brown for her assistance and
guidance in researching various platforms to host the webi-
nars. We are excited to start using the BigMarker platform to
help in executing these webinars, which will provide a means
to track who registers, attends, poll the attendees, and
potentially charge inactive fraters to attend in the future. I am
hopeful this, along with other efforts, will help to keep our
alumni active and excited about the fraternity.
At the chapter level, many of the chapters have started work-
ing on plans to offer CE programs locally next year. For any
chapters considering this, please keep in mind programs
need to be submitted for accreditation at least six weeks prior
to the program date. I am happy to help any chapters with
this process so we can further our professional efforts on both
the chapter and national levels. In closing I am thankful to
Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson for allowing me to over-
see our continuing education efforts this year, and hope we
can expand further in the upcoming fraternal year!

Fraternally submitted,

Katelyn Parsons
Director of Continuing Education

Director of Continuing Education 

Charlotte, and cannot wait to see what the upcoming year
holds for the fraternity!

PFBL,

Katelyn Parsons
Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum
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It is hard to believe that now I am
concluding my second term as
Excheque. But, here we are. Thank
you again to the fraternity for elect-
ing me to this important position. I
definitely would not have been able
to stay sane in this role without the
support of Supreme Directorum
Judson, the rest of the E-board, pre-
vious Excheques, and P.S.D.’s Lou
Flacks and Izzat Janajreh.

I would like to express my appreciation to the Chapter
Directorums and Excheques that have diligently submitted
chapter taxes, activity fees, initiation fees, IRS documenta-
tion, and monthly reports. Prompt responses to communica-
tions were definitely appreciated as well! Unfortunately, per-
sonal and professional obligations prohibited me from travel-
ing to more chapters, but I do appreciate the hospitality
afforded to me at the events I was able to attend.
One of the most rewarding projects I was able to help with
this year was the Puerto Rico relief effort. It was awesome to
see the hard work, generosity, and true PF&BL displayed by
both the Pi Rho chapter and the fraternity at large. Kudos to
the Pi Rho chapter for the tremendous support given to their
community especially in the midst of their own personal chal-
lenges relative to Hurricane Maria. In addition to other narra-
tives that will no doubt be found later in this AZOan, I will
include information about this project in the report I deliver
at the Charlotte Convention.
I encourage fraters, young and young-at-heart, to get and stay
involved. We call our dues ‘activity fees’ for a reason – be
active! Come to conventions, go to intra-chapter and inter-
chapter events and participate in fraternity initiatives! I look
forward to serving the fraternity in the coming year. Best wish-
es to incoming officers for another successful fraternal year!

Fraternally,

Jonathan McLachlan
Supreme Excheque

Supreme Excheque Report Supreme 2nd Sub-Directorum Report
It is hard to believe it’s time to close
out another fraternal year. I am hon-
ored and thankful to have been able
to serve the fraternity as Supreme
2nd Sub-Directorum. My involve-
ment this year was mostly focused on
acting as an advisor, as well as main-
taining our social media accounts. I
am so proud of the accomplishments
we made. We saw another successful
year for conventions and active frater

growth, showcased one of our greatest fundraising efforts to
date in supporting the territory of Puerto Rico, and, thanks to
Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum Parsons’s efforts, were able to
introduce AZO’s very first CE Webinar program. 
I would like to congratulate our E-Board on a fantastic year. It
was an honor to serve with you. I wish our incoming officers
a productive future and I am looking forward to seeing the
Fraternity’s growth. I hope to see everyone in Charlotte.

Fraternally,

Tiffany Janajreh
Supreme 2nd Sub-Directorum

Supreme Legal Advisor Report
As Legal Advisor, I am pleased to
report that this office has no activity
this year. As sad as one may feel to
write that type of message, this office
having no activity is the best report
one can make. I have not been asked
to intervene or help any Chapter,
which is a good sign since the news
of Fraternity activity on many cam-
puses has not been positive. 

Thank you to Lauren for appointing me, and to the Board and
Chapters for doing excellent fraternal work.

Fraternally yours,

Joy Pollock, Esq., P.N.P.
Legal Advisor

Supreme Associate 
Signare Report

With the closing of this fraternal year,
I would like to thank the fraternity at
large for electing me to this position,
as well as my fellow Supreme
Officers for all of their guidance and
support. It has been a pleasure to
review all of this year’s Apothecary
submissions and I appreciate the
effort put forth by our chapters and
officers to provide specific content
for each edition this year. It helped

distinguish the submissions in the Apothecary from both
convention and AZOan reports and I hope the rest of the fra-
ternity enjoyed the submissions as much as I did. I would like
to give a special thanks to Fraters Nicole Silengo, Ashley
Simpson, Angie Rivera and Daniel Hannig for taking the addi-
tional time to provide the Undergrad Dialogue content, and
for enduring some of my ridiculous questions. I look forward
to the evolution of the Apothecary as way of relaying infor-
mation and maintaining engagement within our fraternity.
I appreciate this opportunity to serve AZO and hope to have
many more. Congratulations to our E-Board on another suc-
cessful year! I look forward to seeing everyone in Charlotte!

Fraternally,

Nick Woodard
Supreme Associate Signare
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This past fraternal year has been an
amazing and crazy adventure for
the three of us. When we were first
elected this past July we never
could have imagined the journey
this position would take us.
However, this has been the most
rewarding and fulfilling thing we
have ever done. All the places we
have gone, the friends that became
family, and all the crazy memories
that were created will last us a life-
time. 
Throughout this fraternal year,
Shom, Luke and I have done all we
can to travel to as many different
chapters as possible and continue
to promote interchapter events.
One of our goals was to encourage
each chapter to create events for all
ages so that every frater could be
involved. We would like to thank
every chapter for the amazing job
they did not only with inclusion of
all fraters but also for allowing us to
feel right at home during your
events with your amazing hospital-
ity. Every chapter has demonstrat-
ed the true meaning of PF&BL and
they all hold a special place in our
hearts. 

While traveling to the different chapters, the theme of
brotherhood constantly crept into our minds. We found
our brotherhood is comprised of a few recurring compo-
nents: overwhelming hospitality, instant laughter, and an
odd and borderline competitive desire to stuff ourselves
with the most gluttonous food of the region, all found
every place we traveled. However, it was beautiful to see
how each chapter took those themes and expressed them
in their own distinct way. It was blissful watching the vari-
ous chapters put their unique twists on expressing peace,
friendship, and brotherly love. It makes us extremely
proud to know that all of Alpha Zeta Omega is strength-
ening their brotherhood in their own diverse way.
From the first interchapter event to the last, we saw new
relationships being built and lifelong bonds being created.
The gifts we cherish the most from all the amazing events
we attended are the incredible friendships we have made.
This is what keeps us coming to every event and what will
keep us coming back forever no matter the position we
hold. We hope to continue to witness friendships like these
grow because this is what makes this fraternity so special.
No matter the distance and no matter the chapter, we are
all a part of this family. It has been a true honor and privi-
lege to serve as your undergraduate representatives, we
cannot wait to see what the future holds!

Peace, Friendship and Brotherly Love,

Stephanie Niman
Supreme Undergraduate Representative

Shom Ganguly and Luke Neumann
Supreme Undergraduate Associate Reps

Supreme Undergraduate Report
As the 2017-18 fraternal year winds
down, I would like to thank our
Supreme Officers and Chapter
Directorums for their hard work and
dedication this past year. Serving as
Supreme Signare has afforded me
the opportunity to be able to see
each of the outstanding achieve-
ments of the Fraternity first hand. 
I would like to highlight the leader-
ship skills of Alpha Zeta Omega’s

Chapter Directorums. Throughout the year, they have been in
constant communication with me to make sure we were able
to accomplish our goals. The Fraternity would not be able to
make forward strides without great chapter-level leadership.
The chapters have accomplished an amazing amount of
fundraising, philanthropic and professional events. You
should all be very proud of all your accomplishments this
past year. 
Of all the roles I have held within Alpha Zeta Omega, serv-
ing as Supreme Signare has been the most challenging, but
the most rewarding. The role of Supreme Signare is a large
time commitment but allows me to be extremely involved
within every aspect of the Fraternity. This year I was able to
attend events at Tau, Epsilon and Pi Rho. I would like to high-
light the response from our Fraternity during the crisis follow-
ing Hurricane Maria. While visiting Pi Rho, we were able to
use the funds that were raised Fraternity-wide to help mem-
bers of the Puerto Rican community that were truly in need.
I would like to thank 2nd Sub-Directorum, Tiffany Janajreh for
her guidance and support over this past year. Her organiza-
tion skills during her term as Signare have been an incremen-
tal part of my success in the role this past fraternal year. She
truly embodies the meaning of fraternalism and has been so
helpful in guiding me through the first half of my term.
I would like to congratulate Supreme Directorum Judson on
a successful year. I am honored to have been a part of this E-
Board. It has been a pleasure to work with such motivated
and dedicated fellow officers. I look forward to my continued
involvement within the Fraternity and see you in Charlotte. 

Fraternally,

Nicole Saracino 
Supreme Signare

Supreme Signare Report

For late breaking AZO alumni and chapter news... 

www.AZO.org

SAVE THE DATES 
AND DON’T MISS OUT...
Regional Convention Jan. 3-6, 2019 
Lake Buena Vista in Orlando, Florida

National Convention July 10-14, 2019
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
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Supreme Deputy Report
Thank you to Supreme Directorum
Judson for my appointment. It is an
honor to serve the fraternity. This
year did not have much activity. I
responded to several inquires; how-
ever, no further interest was pursued.
Our ongoing attempts at new chap-
ters we had been working on during
the last few years have stalled. I
encourage future administrations to
increase our recruiting tools and

resources so we can move quickly when the opportunities
come. Sadly, I will not be attending the summer convention,
so I would like to take this time to congratulate both the out-
going and incoming executive boards and wish them good
luck on their future endeavors. 

Fraternally submitted,

Stephen Imperato, P.S.D.
Supreme Deputy

Supreme Historian Report
I had a very successful year as
Historian! I captured many amazing
moments: Epsilon Homecoming,
Delta Tau Weekend, and Winter
Convention, formals, Bowl-a-thon,
and Pi Rho Induction Weekend,
these were wonderful moments I
witnessed, took part in, and pho-
tographed. I was delighted to be
able to see events I was unable to
attend through the lenses of other

fraters. It was a great experience being able to watch the
growth of the fraternity while being Historian; it allowed
me to be focused on each moment and take shots of mag-
nificent occasions that will be memories for a lifetime. I can
not wait to see the stories told via next year’s Historian.
Thank you for allowing me to document this year in pic-
tures!

Fraternally,

Jessica Filippoli
Supreme Historian

I wish to thank Supreme Directorum
Lauren Judson for selecting me as
the Supreme Chaplain for this past
fraternal year. It has been an honor
serving the Fraternity in this capacity
for the past 13 years.
As AZO Supreme Chaplain, my
responsibilities include opening and
closing all meetings of the Supreme
Chapter, giving the invocation at
Supreme functions, as well as the

somber duty of reporting Fraters who have passed during
the fraternal year. You will find the names of these Fraters,
as well as Auxiliary members, listed on the Silent Mortar
page of this AZOAN. They will appear in the Supreme
Memorial Book.
While we do not like to hear of Fraters passing away, com-
municating this information to the Supreme Directorum
and Chaplain will provide the Fraternity an opportunity to
recognize and offer our sympathy to their loved ones, and
to fellow Fraters. As in the past, I ask that each Chapter
keep me informed when they learn of Fraters or Auxiliary
members who have passed away by sending me their
name, date of death, original chapter and address of
spouse and/or family members, if available. If you wish to
share memories of a Frater who has passed away during
the fraternal year, please advise me of this prior to conven-
tion for time to be allotted during the Harold M. Goldfeder
Memorial Service Program.

Fraternally,

Paul R. Holly, P.S.D.
Supreme Chaplain

Supreme Chaplain Report

Electronic Communications Report
The website and electronic commu-
nications team has been busy trying
to move us into more advanced
online applications. We have started
to look at revamping the email list;
registrations for conventions and
continuing educations; and the use
of evaluation forms. Izzy and Harjeet
have been critical to the success of us
moving forward into this uncharted
territory. In addition, Katelyn has

spearheaded the online CE program and has challenged us
to make these opportunities more frequent and accessible for
fraters. We are excited to see the outcomes of our endeav-
ors. Thank you to Lauren and the Supreme E-Board for giv-
ing us the resources to bolster this aspect of the fraternity.

PF&BL,

Tan Carlin
Webmaster

Special Actions Committee
I would like to thank Supreme
Directorum Lauren Judson for once
again appointing me as chairperson
of this committee. The committee is
currently meeting and will present its
resolutions at the summer conven-
tion. Members of the committee are
fraters Mike Seidenman P.S.D., Lou
Flacks P.S.D., Izzy Janajreh P.S.D. and
Kelly Garrity. I would like to thank
them for their committee help. 

As always, happy to serve.

Shari Fine, P.S.D.
Special Actions Chairperson
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Thank you to Supreme Directorum
Lauren Judson for appointing me to
this position as well as the Audit and
Budgeting Chairperson appoint-
ments for another fraternal year. I
have not received the 2018
Subordinate EIN Information Update
Request Form from the IRS yet. As
soon as I receive the document in
the mail, I will be reaching out to
chapters to update addresses, finan-

cial contacts and other information so I can report changes to
keep us compliant with the federal government guidelines.
Thank you to Supreme Excheque Jonathan McLachlan and all
Chapter Excheques for filing their respective EZ-990 post-
cards during this past fraternal year.
For this past Winter Convention, I produced an analysis on
the financial impact of alumni membership, which subse-
quently sparked a few productive discussions with several
subordinate chapters in terms of chapter configuration and
graduating/alumni Frater retention. Thanks to Supreme
Excheque Jonathan McLachlan, I have finally obtained the
newest version of our financial software, which has enabled
me to review the book in detail once again. I have request-
ed physical documentation for payments made over the past
several fraternal years and, with their receipt, I hope to com-
plete an internal audit before the end of this fraternal year.

Fraternally submitted,

John Anciano, P.S.D.
Director of Financial Affairs

Financial Affairs Report
Thank you to Supreme Directorum
Judson for the appointment of
Fraternal Chair on the Mentorship
Committee. We are pleased to have
served as a resource regarding fra-
ternal matters. We hope to continue
to be of service to fraternity in the
future.
Fraternally submitted, 

Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D.
and Tri Le
Co-Directors of Fraternal Mentorship

Director of Fraternal Mentorship

The recruitment committee this year
was tasked with determining the
new direction and accomplishing
our initial goals. My committee of
Anton Orlov, Nicole Cammarota,
Nikole Shpilfogel and Sumanth
Inaganti, wanted to turn the com-
mittee into a platform where we
could help unify pledging across
chapters and ensure new members

are joining the fraternity with the same basic knowledge of
AZO. One way we started this process is by creating a brief
guide for chapter reference when educating new members.
We hope our informational conference calls with pledge-
masters, Facebook and guiding documents will be carried
on and improved yearly as the fraternity continuously
moves to advance the pledging process across chapters.

Fraternally,

Todd Thompson 
Recruitment Committee Chairman

Recruitment Committee Report
As Good and Welfare Chairperson,
I’ve had the enjoyable job of send-
ing birthday wishes to Past
Supreme Directorums. I also sent
sympathy and condolence cards to
fraters and their families experienc-
ing tougher times. These actions
may seem simple, but they go a
long way in connecting our fraters
and act as quiet daily reminders of
the bond of our brotherly love. I

would like to thank Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson for
appointing me to this position and allowing me to serve
the fraternity. Furthermore, I would like to congratulate our
Supreme board and all chapters on an incredible fraternal
year. I look forward to seeing everyone in Charlotte!

Fraternally,

Jared Bruno 
Good and Welfare

Good & Welfare Report
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We would both like to thank
Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson
for appointing us to this position. It
has been an honor and privilege
serving under you in this role. We
are pleased to say that we have had
another successful year fundraising!
We have continued our tradition of
selling graduation cords, and we are
preparing for the 50/50 raffle.
Graduation cords were a hit; with 87
cords purchased we have raised
over $1000! Thanks to all the fraters
who participated in this fundraiser.
Our hope is that this will continue for
many years to help celebrate our
graduating fraters while simultane-
ously promoting AZO. The 50/50
raffle is proceeding with the help of
Lou and Gloria Flacks, who will be
sending out flyers to Alumni fraters.

Undergraduate fraters should be on the lookout for news
from their chapter’s Directorum, who will pass all information
regarding the raffle on to their chapter. We would like to
thank everyone for their support and help behind the scenes.
Let’s make this a record-breaking year and finish with a
strong push to promote our fraternity! Hope to see you in
North Carolina! 

Fraternally,

Ashley Simpson and Thomas Spring
Special Fundraising Co-Chairpersons

Special Fundraising Projects

AZO Direct Report
First, I wanted to thank Lauren for
appointing me to this position. It is a
great way to stay involved with
Supreme while making a difference.
I am happy to report we have seen
an increase in AZO Direct member-
ship this year over previous years,
and we are seeing more activity
from Fraters who have not been
active in two years or more. This was
partially due to a mass communica-

tion I worked on in the Fall of 2017 where emails and mail-
ings were sent to every Frater we had on record that weren’t
active last year along with a survey of what Supreme could
do to help retain our undergraduates and alumni. Part of the
process was to clean up the online AZO roster by finding
which email and mailing addresses were incorrect, and I
know there are plans to further this process next year. 
Thank you to the AZO Direct Fraters. It has been exciting and
fun for me to get to know you better and communicate with
you on a regular basis. I hope you enjoyed this year and the
updates I sent, and hope you remain active in the coming
years. For anyone else that may be interested in AZO Direct,
please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. I
would be happy to answer them. I hope everyone had a fan-
tastic year and look forward to seeing you in Charlotte!

Fraternally,

Adam Schweitzer
AZO Direct Chairperson

A special thank you to the fraternity
for electing me to serve as Supreme
Bellarum. I am truly grateful to have
had this opportunity to assist in the
preparation of our national meetings
and ceremonies. I could not have
done it without the support and
guidance from those before me. I
have learned a great deal this year
and it has been a privilege to work
alongside a Supreme board with

great initiatives to keep Alpha Zeta Omega moving in the
right direction. I hope all graduating fraters continue to
remain active in a fraternity that has so much to offer.
Although this fraternal year is coming to a close, I cannot wait
to see what we have in store for us next year! I look forward
to seeing you all in Charlotte soon.

Fraternally

Nicole Silengo
Supreme Bellarum

Supreme Bellarum Report

AZO’s National Auxiliary
Tablecloth FUNDRAISER
YOUR SIGNATURE MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
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2017-2018 Regional and
National Convention Report

The 2018 National Convention will
be held at the Sheraton Charlotte
Hotel in Charlotte, North Carolina
from July 11-15, 2018. The Regional
Convention will be held January 3-6,
2019 at Lake Buena Vista in
Orlando, Florida and the National
Convention to be held July 10-14,
2019 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Respectfully submitted,

Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
2018 Convention Chairman

The national charity for this fraternal
year is the Lustgarten Foundation for
Pancreatic Cancer Research. Last fall,
Kelly Garrity and I were fortunate to
build a rapport with the Lustgarten
representative, Susanne Igneri.
Susanne has been very supportive,
going above and beyond by joining
us for the Rutgers walk in New
Jersey. She has also been a great
source of information. Raising
money for the Lustgarten Foundation
is special in 100% of its administra-
tive costs are underwritten, so every
dollar donated goes to research. 
Our first semester this year was
extremely prosperous, with our
chapters gathering more than $1800
for Lustgarten. Tau set the bar high
by raising $696 total and Epsilon had
the single most lucrative event,

which garnered $585. During the second half of this year, our
chapters kicked it up a notch. Six different chapters were able
to host events that brought in $250 or more and five of those
chapters raised more than $500 for the year. Congratulations
to our big winner this year, Lambda Nu, who raised over
$1000! As of April, our fundraising total for the Lustgarten
Foundation is $4862.12 with several events still planned. This
is a commendable milestone, and I want to congratulate all
of our fraters on a successful year of philanthropy. 
It has been a pleasure to serve as co-philanthropy chair with
Kelly Garrity. Thank you to all of our chapters that have been
able to raise and donate money to the Lustgarten
Foundation. Thanks to the chapter philanthropy chairs – it has
been a joy working with you all. Hope to see all of you soon!

PF&BL,

Kelly Garrity and Sam Keeven
Philanthropy Chairpersons

Director of Philanthropy 

It is the duty of the Director of
Fraternal Affairs to act as a source of
fraternal tradition, knowledge, and
protocol. In this regard, information
and advice has been given to
Supreme Directorum Judson, Sub-
Directorums Parsons and Janajreh,
Signare Saracino, Associate Signare
Woodard, Excheque McLachlan,
Undergraduate Representative
Niman, Editor Hodgdon, and the

Winter  and National Convention Committees.
Thank you Supreme Directorum Judson for your trust in
appointing me. I hope I lived up to her expectations.

Fraternally,

Bruce Strell, P.S.D.
Director of Fraternal Affairs

Director of Fraternal Affairs

I am pleased to report this office has mailed the AZOAN,
and sent eNewsletters, regional and convention information
and fraternal communication via email in a timely and eco-
nomical fashion. The mailing permit has been renewed and
we are under budget. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Director of Mailing

Director of Mailing Report

Director of 
Corporate Alliance Report

I am pleased to report we have succeeded in meeting our
financial goals and are strengthening relationships with major
corporations in the pharmaceutical industry.

Respectfully submitted,

Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Corporate Alliance Chairman

Ephraim G. Sless Scholarship 
Thank you Supreme Directorum
Lauren Judson for the appointment
and my committee for their effort. To
all the undergraduates who applied
for a scholarship, I would like to com-
mend you on you accomplishments
and academic success. The quality of
the applicants and of the undergrad-
uate membership as a whole is a
source of pride for the entire fraterni-

ty. I would like to congratulate those who earned scholar-
ships this year! I hope you continue to work hard and make
time to enjoy your college experience as you prepare your-
self for a long and accomplished career. 

PF&BL,

Bradford K Perry
Ephraim G. Sless Scholarship Chairperson
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Directorum’s Cup for 
Chapter Proficiency

This award is presented at a luncheon during
the National Convention to the Directorums
of those chapters who showed the greatest
amount of activity and progress during the
year. 
These awards are not competitive and more
than one can be given.
2018 Directorum’s Cup recipients: 

Delta Tau, Epsilon, Lambda Nu, Nu, 
New York Alumni, Pi Rho, Rho, Tau, 
and Theta Gamma

Rome Newspaper Cup:
Yefim Vexler, Epsilon

Directorum’s Cup: 
Jay Rothbaum, New York Alumni

Directorum’s Cup: 
Darius Papulis, Nu

Directorum’s Cup: 
Sean Wiggin, Delta Tau

Rome Newspaper Cup:
Joanna McCormack, Tau

Rome Newspaper Cup: 
Luke Neumann, Rho

Rome Newspaper Cup: 
Sean Wiggin, Delta Tau

Directorum’s Cup: 
Lauren Neese, Sigma 

Directorum’s Cup: 
Casey Bates, Rho Iota

Directorum’s Cup: 
Yefim Vexler, Epsilon

Directorum’s Cup: 
Joanna McCormack, Tau

Rome Newspaper &Directorum’s Cup:
Maddie Pryor, Lambda Nu

Newspaper Cup Report
I would like to thank Supreme Directorum Judson for the
appointment to Newspaper Cup Chair. I have truly loved
seeing the newsletters from each chapter featuring their
events and plans throughout this year. One of the things
I wanted this year was to share updates with Supreme. It
is important to see how undergraduate fraters work hard
to promote AZO throughout the year. These newsletters
can be time consuming to work on in the midst of tests,
projects, and commitments so I thank each chapter that
participated. This was a position I looked forward to and

I have not been disappointed. The 2017-2018 Newspaper Cup Recipients are
Delta Tau, Epsilon, Lambda Nu, Pi Rho, Psi and Rho. Congratulations to the
Supreme board and our chapters on an incredible fraternal year.

Fraternally,

Emi Wilson
Sidney R. Rome Newspaper Cup Chairperson
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Chapter Reports
New York Alumni

New York Alumni started the fraternal year at the July con-
vention in Providence, Rhode Island. There, a Directorum’s
Cup was presented by Supreme Directorum Harjeet
Caberwal to Directorum Jay Rothbaum. Our delegation had a
great time at a delightful convention.
In August, we held a planning meeting. We were able to set
up a schedule of meetings and activities for the year. In addi-
tion, we had a nice lunch of old-fashioned delicatessen foods.
During September, the chapter met at Buon Amici in White
Plains, New York. Steve Brooks, P.S.D., conducted the
Installation of Officers. Those installed were: Directorum Jay
Rothbaum, Sub-Directorum John Chin, P.S.D. Excheque Herb
Pobiner, Recording Signare Harold Selden, Corresponding
Signare Eli Gorelik and Bellarum Lou Flacks, P.S.D. We trav-
eled to Clark, New Jersey for the October meeting at Paragon
Tap and Table. We gathered for a theatre party to see Annie
Get Your Gun at the Westchester Dinner Theatre in Elmsford,
New York in November. Our December meeting and holiday
party were held at Buon Amici, White Plains.
We had a good turnout at the convention in Florida, where
frater Herb Pobiner received a 70-year AZO pin and certifi-
cate. A board meeting was held at Gloria and Lou Flacks’
home in January. In February, we met at the Central Seafood
Chinese Restaurant, in White Plains. Steve Brooks announced
the July Convention would be held in Charlotte, North
Carolina. We learned Ira Scheinson was transferred to a con-
valescent home after a stroke for physical therapy. Eli Gorelik
reported the death of his mother’s sister, Bea Brainin. She
was the widow of Bill Brainin and died at age 96. March
found us meeting at Lynch’s Restaurant in Stony Point.
During April, we had a special program at the Blauvelt
Library in Blauvelt, New York. Paul Kaufman, a critic and film
historian, screened the film “Day of the Jackal.” After the film
and a discussion, we went to the Café Del Arte in
Orangeburg, New York for dinner. Lou Flacks, P.S.D. urged us
to check the website and register for the annual convention.
In May, Agnes and Steve Brooks, P.S.D. will choose a place
in New Jersey. June elections will be held at Buon Amici in
White Plains.

New York Alumni at National Convention in Providence, Rhode Island

We are looking forward to seeing our fraters and friends at
the National Convention in Charlotte this July.

Respectfully submitted,

Jay Rothbaum
New York Alumni Directorum
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The 2017-2018 fraternal year has been filled with growth and
development for the alumni component of the Tau Chapter.
With our membership continuing to increase, we currently
have an all time high of active members. We have been con-
tinuing to reach out and reconnect with our ‘lost’ fraters and
hope to grow our membership even further. We continue to
hold our monthly meetings, with fraters volunteering their
homes for the occasions, and our ‘long-distance fraters’ using
google hangout to call in, for increased participation. 
February proved to be one of the busiest months for the
Alumni as they participated in Tau chapter’s pledging
process to help aid in instilling the history and values of the
fraternity to our potential members. Alumni Night was host-
ed in mid-February where alumni met pledges to show
potential members how important involvement is within the
fraternity, especially when one becomes an alumnus. 
For social events we were able to gather alumni near and far
for a social outing at Earl’s in Somerville where fraters could
mingle and catch up with what’s new in each other’s lives.
Some of our fraters have been busy attending inter-chapter
events including Rutgers Homecoming, New Jersey’s
Lustgarten walk, Pi Rho’s Induction Weekend and Epsilon’s
formal. To close out the year our alumni also attended “Last
Call”, Tau’s formal affair, hosted at Riccardo’s Restaurant in
the North End, where we inducted our new officers for the
2018-2019 fraternal year. The event saw fraters from the
pledge classes of 1997 through 2018 attend, including some
fraters from the original reactivating class of 1996.
We wish to congratulate and welcome our newest graduat-
ing fraters, Ashley Simpson, Mackenzie Moore, Mikayla
Palmieri, Melanie Chhoeun, Mikayla Fox, and Giavanna
Gaskin. Our ongoing goal is to make the transition from
undergraduate to alumni frater an easy one to encourage
retention and involvement from our new alumni. Thank you
to the officers at our chapter, and on the Supreme level, for
the hard work and dedication you put into this fraternal year.

Fraternally submitted, 

Brooke Ruhland
Tau Alumni Directorum

Tau Alumni

For late breaking AZO alumni and chapter news... 

www.AZO.org

Sigma Chapter

Sigma focused on bonding as a fraternity through our profes-
sional, philanthropic, and social events. While we are a small-
er chapter at the moment, we are constantly working to
grow not only in number, but in friendship and brotherly
love. One of the ways we bonded as a fraternity was prepar-
ing for interviews and applications together. The majority of
our members were applying to get into the Doctor of
Pharmacy or Bachelor of Pharmaceutical Science programs
this semester, and having advice and support from their fel-
low fraters was integral to their success. We are extremely
proud of our members who were accepted into their respec-
tive programs and are excited to see them progress as pro-
fessionals! Another event that bonded our chapter was a wild
trip to Skyzone, a local trampoline park, filled with bouncing
and laughter. It was a great trip to relieve the stress from
school and see each other in a less formal light. Sigma held
two events for children who are at the Toledo Children’s
Hospital. The first was our 2nd annual Fleece and Thank You
event, where we make blankets for the children that display
a message from our chapter wishing them well. The second
was an event where we created ‘activity bags’ filled with col-
oring books and toys to give the children a distraction from
their conditions and entertainment during their hospitaliza-
tion. Helping these children has been a budding passion for
our chapter and we are excited to continue these events in
the future. Overall this semester, Sigma has grown closer as
a chapter through our events and we are very excited to con-
tinue this progress in the coming semesters. 

Fraternally Submitted,

Jenna Michniewicz
Sigma Directorum
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Tau Chapter

As the 2017-2018 fraternal year comes to an end, I cannot
express how proud I am of our undergraduate chapter for
a successful and fulfilling year. Our e-board worked relent-
lessly to support me as well as the entire chapter to com-
plete numerous community service events and fundraising
events. Their hard work even got the chapter nominated
for Event of the Year at our university. I would like to com-
mend all officers of Tau for a job well done! We attended
twelve community service events and raised over $950 for
the Lustgarten Foundation. Many fraters were fortunate to
attend numerous inter-chapter events throughout the
entire year. A major event that was planned during our
spring semester was our Pharmacy Curriculum Outcomes
Assessment (PCOA) review session. Fraters collaborated
with members of Rho Chi Honor Society to host a review
session for the PY3 students to refresh various pharmacy
topics in preparation for the exam. I hope to see this pro-
gram continue in future years, as it was very successful
event for the pharmacy class. To bring more interest to our
organization, the chapter mixed up our recruitment events
to include a Zumba night and Paint Night. Through these
efforts, we were very proud to initiate eight new fraters
under the leadership of my pledge brother, Kelsey O’Neil.
Our alumni continued to provide their constant support,
advice, and brotherly love for which we are so grateful. To
wrap up the year, we held our Last Call dinner, which was
a major success. This year’s Last Call had the largest turn
out in years. Even fraters who helped reinstate the Tau
chapter in 1996 were able to join us for an evening full of
laughs, love and a lot of memories! It was heartwarming to
congratulate all of our graduating fraters: Ashley Simpson,
Mackenzie Moore, Mikayla Palmieri, Mikayla Fox, Melanie
Chhoeun, and Giavanna Gaskin. Although I had a wonder-
ful time facilitating the growth of the chapter, I know the

chapter will be left in good hands of the next Directorum,
Morgan Quigley. This experience has impacted my life
greatly and I cannot say how appreciative I am of all the
opportunities Alpha Zeta Omega has afforded me.

Fraternally, 

Joanna McCormack
Tau Directorum

Rho Chapter

Rho Chapter has had another successful year. We inducted
seven new members on October 7th, four of whom were
elected to executive positions at our officer dinner on April
7th. Fundraising has never been easy at our college, but we
saw a fair amount of success utilizing fundraising ideas from
previous years. Additionally, we were able to help our broth-
ers in need by donating a portion of our proceeds to Pi Rho
chapter’s relief effort. Despite not having an AZO house and
not being able to hold frequent recruitment events, we made
sure the ones we could host were memorable. One of these
was our annual BBQ and bags toss tournament, which was
held on April 21st. We also held the 3rd annual St. Louis Nick
K 5K in memory of Nick Kapusniak, and we are looking for-
ward to the 4th annual 5K this coming fall. Between on-cam-
pus commitments, Rho chapter still made time to visit other
chapters. Continuing our tradition of road trips, the Rho
brothers were able to visit numerous interchapter events,
including those at Sigma, Epsilon, Nu, Pi Rho, and Tau. I am
very pleased with the progress that our chapter has made
over this past year and I cannot wait to see it excel under the
capable leadership of Eric Lehrke and his officers this coming
school year.

PF&BL,

Austin Wagner
Rho Directorum

SPC ’17 with Pledge Moms Kelsey O’Neil and Mikayla Fox
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Pi Rho Chapter

As we look forward to the end of this unusual academic year,
I can humbly and firmly say Pi Rho has strengthened fraternal
bonds as a chapter and a family. It has been an honor to serve
as Pi Rho’s Directorum during challenging times, but I could
not have been successful without the hard work of my
resilient executive board. I believe teamwork is an essential
part of our daily lives, and this was no exception. Thanks to
their commitment and to the support, love and good vibes
from all the AZO chapters, including Supreme, our chapter
overcome tough odds and accomplished great milestones.
This year, we celebrated our first official Installation
Ceremony, incorporating it into our traditional Wine Night.
The event was led by past chapter officers to welcome and
celebrate the incoming executive board. Throughout the
night, we all shared new ideas and activities we wanted to
complete during the coming year. Indulging in all this PFBL
motivated us to jump into the new fraternal year! 
The main focus of the first semester was our pledging
process, and we had great activities planned. However, most
of them had to be postponed due to Hurricane María. After
the devastating storm hit our island, our lives and all of our
plans changed drastically. There was only question on our
minds: were all the brothers doing okay? After three tough
weeks without communication, it was time to go back to
school. Since we had absolutely no idea how everyone was
doing, we had a meeting to assess each brother’s particular
needs so we could assist them. We faced very tough times
without power, water, food and gas, and I must admit I was
frightened. My greatest concern was all of those factors could
have a negative impact on our academic performance. Not
being able to cook or study at home definitely resulted in
desperation, so we made it our duty as members of AZO to
provide support in this time of need. 
Thanks to the funds raised by AZO chapters, we were able to
give bottled water, flashlights and canned food to brothers
and the community. No one can imagine how amazing and
heartwarming it felt to experience everyone’s gratitude for
this help! We organized a Thanksgiving lunch for the chapter
and pledges, where we presented Supreme’s AZO’s Call to
Action Video, as well as the awards Pi Rho won last year to
keep our morale and motivation elevated! We distributed
meals to homeless people throughout the Medical Sciences
Campus, with the help of some truly incredible pledges. I
want to give a special thanks to the Supreme Board for their

immediate action and empathy, and an extra thank you to
Supreme Excheque Jonathan McLachlan for his commitment
and genuine efforts to help our chapter. 
By the time this difficult semester ended, our chapter was
more united than ever! We kicked-off the new semester with
our traditional TrullAZO, a celebration with Puerto Rican
Christmas carols. We visited the homes of two professors and
Dr. Wanda Maldonado (Dean and Honorary Member) to sing,
dance and share the joy of the Christmas season. After anoth-
er exciting convention, we got back on track with our pledg-
ing process and Pi Rho started planning and promoting our
inter-chapter event: Induction Weekend. Little did we know
that we would be hosting 25 brothers from different chap-
ters! We were excited and worked very hard to make sure
we planned the perfect Puerto Rican experience, because
you guys deserve the best! We were nervous because it was
not Spring Break for us, and the academic burden would
make it challenging to plan and attend all scheduled activi-
ties. However, I want to extend my immense gratitude to my
chapter, because all the members, including Alumni, went
above and beyond as hosts to make sure our visiting broth-
ers had a great time. Going to inter-chapter events and con-
ventions has always been tough for our chapter because of
the distance, but, encouraged by the support we received
from all the chapters after Hurricane María, Pi Rho couldn’t
wait to get to know all the amazing people who provided
relief in our desperate moments. It was the first time that all
Pi Rho fraters got the opportunity to experience what AZO
and PFBL is truly all about. Thanks to all those who visited!
I want to thank my chapter for nominating me for the Jay L.
Pollock Award, I am extremely thankful for such an honor. I
want to congratulate our dear Frater Sandra Rolón for her
well-earned Simon I. Sless Award; thank you for your amaz-
ing commitment and dedication to AZO. Congratulations to
Viviana Rullán and Laura Muñoz, who received the Frater of
the Year Award for their hard work. I believe our greatest
accomplishment during this fraternal year was how our chap-
ter strengthened bonds on local and national levels, and how
we teamed up to provide support to those in need. We were
able to provide presents, hope and love to 22 kids living in
a children’s home because they are victims of abuse; we pro-
vided supplies to nearly 20 brothers after the hurricane; we
impacted over 32 families with funds from Hurricane María
Relief; and we have funds left for another community service
event. This is what Alpha Zeta Omega is all about. Seeing the
smiles and eyes full of genuine gratitude of every person we
were able to help gave a feeling I will always cherish. I will
never stop saying that at the end of the day, difficult times
dictate who is family, and we feel truly privileged and blessed
to be a part of this one. I give my best to our new board; I
am certain that they will work hard to exceed expectations to
further contribute to the development of the Pi Rho chapter.
Always remember to BE AMAZING TODAY, BE AZO!

PF&BL,

Angie J. Rivera Gonzalez
Pi Rho Directorum
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AZO Aids in Hurricane María Recovery

Hurricane María brought serious devastation, but it provided
a new opportunity to strengthen fraternal bonds between
brothers of AZO and our community. Pi Rho was not left
alone. When we needed it, AZO chapters came together to
provide us hope and support. Using the funds raised for
Hurricane María relief, we initially focused on brothers who
were affected the most. Pi Rho provided non-perishable
food, snacks, water, flashlights and other essentials; we kept
a stock of these in school for them or any other fraters in
need. Weekly meals were coordinated for fraters to enjoy hot
food as they struggled with academics without running water
or power. We asked fraters to report any major losses of their
family members or loved ones to determine how AZO could
help hands-on. Pi Rho brought approximately $150 worth of
groceries to their homes and communities. It definitely felt
amazing to be able to help these families. 
Six months later, there was money left in the Hurricane María
relief fund. We still had a tremendous need on the island, but
were short on time to coordinate services. Induction week
was rapidly approaching, so we decided to put our effort into
a huge community service event where all visiting brothers
could help the less fortunate areas of our country firsthand.
We knew it would be a great opportunity for our extended
family to learn a little bit more about our people and culture.
What better way to truly get to know people than by helping
those in real need? We partnered with the Boy Scouts of
America to identify affected families and communities and
buy massive amounts of food and supplies for distribution.
During the service day, together with our visiting fraters, we
divided everything equally in over 250 plastic bags. We got
everything on a school bus and headed to the mid-eastern
(very rural) part of the island, to the cities of Caguas, San
Lorenzo, Las Piedras and Juncos. We delivered the goods to
26 families who were in need even before the hurricane, who
lost what little they had when María hit. Despite all of this,
they were the most humble, joyful and positive human
beings you can imagine. These gestures truly demonstrated
how AZO is always there to support each other, especially in
tough times. Pi Rho will never get tired of thanking AZO for
its support and efforts. We are grateful to call you family. 

PF&BL,

Sandra E. Rolón
Pi Rho Sub-Directorum

Psi Chapter 

It was another busy but amazing year for Psi! This 2017-2018
academic year was our best one yet! We started off the year
by doing our annual rushing and pledging events to get to
know our future pledges. We held our usual Bowling Night,
How to Study, Roadside Clean-ups, and Game Night. As the
semester continued, we were able to help a family in need to
build their home with the help of Habitat for Humanity for the
second year in a row. Psi also got involved with the commu-
nity by joining APhA at a local high school to educate the stu-
dents on the importance and negative impact of abusing
OTC, prescribed and illegal substances. In November, Psi
inducted five new and worthy AZO fraters! The newly induct-
ed fraters were responsible for developing a fundraiser with
our Sub-Directorum. Thanks to them we held our first
fundraiser of the year for Lustgarten at Chipotle. The new year
started and along with it came an additional new brother. We
never held a spring pledge class, but this pledge’s dedication
and desire to become a brother could not be ignored. During
February, we had our second and third fundraiser for the year.
Psi sold candy and chocolate bags in the Prescription for Love
Candygram Fundraiser and did pre-orders for the Life is a
beach…so is Pharmacy School T-shirt sale which were deliv-
ered on Valentine’s day and spring break, respectively.
Because of these fundraisers, Psi graciously donated $580 to
the Lustgarten Foundation. During the month of March Psi
got together with two neighboring fraternities for a friendly
competition at Greek Wars! Brothers were able to demon-
strate their sportsmanship by playing some short games like
volleyball, cornhole, wiffle ball and a relay. Finally, in April,
we held our last event. As the year was coming to an end,
we got together to celebrate at our End of Year Banquet. All
brothers got together to celebrate the peace, friendship and
brotherly love that has brought us all together to help the
community, our school, our pharmacy profession and all of
us personally. For me it has been a privilege and honor to
have been called Directorum of Psi Chapter. Being
Directorum for Psi has not only helped me grow personally
and professionally, but has also given me brothers and
friendships for life! I would like to thank all my board mem-
bers and fellow brothers of the chapter. Without them, Psi
could have not accomplished the goals we established at the
beginning of the year. I pass on the position feeling thankful
for all the opportunities given and confident that Ashley and
the incoming new board will continue to keep Psi’s name up
high with peace, friendship and brotherly love.

Fraternally,

Anaís Tirado Pérez
Psi Directorum
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This has been a very rewarding and productive year for Nu
Chapter. The year started with 26 new brothers crossing into
the fraternity. Our Pledgemaster, Andre Wang, did a great
job of selecting worthy candidates. All the new fraters have
taken on active roles in the fraternity and have been incredi-
bly involved. Our next Pledgemaster will be Alexis Redfield,
a member of the Andre’s pledge committee. She is already
working on next year and is going to do a wonderful job!
We had two big chapter events this year. Nupalooza was
another success. This is always my favorite event, as it lets
me see all my wonderful brothers from across the country.
Our Bellarum, Cindy Zheng, planned our formal this January.
She found a beautiful location at La Notte in East Windsor.
Everyone had a fantastic time and we are already looking
forward to the next one!
Gabby Resto performed phenomenally as our Philanthropy
chair. Following her lead, we raised $1238.92 for the
Lustgarten Foundation. She put together a team for
HuskyTHON, where UConn raised over a million dollars for
Connecticut Children’s Medical Hospital for the first time! 
With the help of our Professional chair, Lejla Zukovic, we are
preparing our first CE presentation for the summer. She has
furthered each frater’s professional progression by putting on
events geared towards pre-pharmacy and pharmacy stu-
dents alike. She set up mock interviews for pre-pharms and
CV/resume building presentations for all fraters.
I am honored and incredibly fortunate to have been the
Directorum of Nu. I honestly do not know what I would do
without all of my fellow fraters here. I would not have been
able to do this job without them. My E-Board was so won-
derful and amazing. They have made this one of the best
years of my life. I have the utmost faith Mallory Norman, our
new Directorum, will do a fantastic job leading Nu through
our next fraternal year; there is no one better for this role.
For the past seven years, our website has been under con-
struction. I am proud to announce it is finally complete!
Check us out at: https://azonu.weebly.com
Finally, I would like to congratulate our chapter’s own
Katelyn Parsons on her anticipated installation as Supreme
Directorum! Everyone here at Nu is so excited for you!

Fraternally,

Jason Albrecht
Nu Chapter Directorum

Nu Chapter

Connecticut Alumni

Connecticut Alumni got off to a marvelous start this fraternal
year with a wonderful dinner meeting at Angelo’s Restaurant
in West Hartford. December found us back at our favorite
haunt one last time, enjoying a magical evening put on by
our generous host, Angelo Chirico, just before his retirement.
We would like to thank Angelo for the many years of joyful
memories we were able to make at his restaurant. His magic
shows were nothing short of spectacular and we will truly
miss his exceptional hospitality. In March, we gathered for a
splendid meeting of Italian food and good company at
another one of our favorite restaurants, Portofino’s in
Kensington. Although none of us were able to attend the
Alumni Barbecue put on by the Nu undergraduates in April,
we were most appreciative of the invitation and of the lively
conversations they had with us at our other meetings. They
are the future of AZO, and it is reassuring to see it lay in such
outstanding hands. Our June dinner meeting will be held at a
soon-to-be determined location, and it is certain to bring
more grand, gratifying memories to all in attendance.  
Connecticut Alumni is pleased and proud to see the installa-
tion of our own Katelyn Parsons as Supreme Directorum. In
the picture above, you can see Katelyn when she served a
term as an officer of Connecticut Alumni. 
Our officers for the year are: Harvey Seltzer, Directorum;
Norman Fleishman, Sub-Directorum/Signare; Burton Miller,
Excheque; and Fred London, Bellarum.

Fraternally,

Harvey Seltzer
Connecticut Alumni Directorum
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Rho Iota’s participation in record-breaking 
Miracle Network Dance Marathon at University of Rhode Island.Rho Iota continues to blossom out of infancy and learn to

function as a well-oiled PFBL machine. Pledging has evolved
into a force to be reckoned with, as evidenced by unequivo-
cally successful semesters culminating in the induction of six
new members in the fall and 10 in the spring. The majority of
these new fraters are eager, ambitious freshmen ready to
embark on their adventures through brotherhood. A looming
issue from past semesters was a lack of membership from
younger classes, but at long last we have a solid foundation
of underclassmen. Continued involvement and dedication by
the chapter has allowed for a terrific fundraiser selling gour-
met popcorn, earning us over $600, as well as participation
in numerous philanthropic events, including this year’s
record-breaking Miracle Network Dance Marathon at URI.
This past Earth Day, Rho Iota organized a cleanup of the local
beach and was delighted to see many non-affiliated beach
goers were eagerly volunteering to grab a trash bag and help
the cause. With seven members graduating this spring, our
alumni contingent (which formerly had one member) is
beginning to take shape. Congratulations to these bright stars
on entering the adult world and beginning their professional
journey! Rho Iota continues to look for novel ways to incor-
porate our fraternity into the college of pharmacy at URI and
hopes to organize a school-wide festival promoting health
and wellbeing in the near future, potentially in conjuncture
with other healthcare-oriented organizations. Last but not
least, we must extend one final thank you to all fellow chap-
ters who offered their hospitality and brotherhood to us dur-
ing inter-chapter events. With new aspiring members we
hope to continue attending these events and further nourish
our fraternal family tree. 

Peace Friendship and Brotherly Love,

Casey Bates
Rho Iota Directorum

Rho Iota Chapter

Philadelphia Alumni

AZO Philadelphia (a.k.a. Philadelphia Alumni) has success-
fully continued its activity of running the Morris Abrams CE
Programs for over 42 years under the stewardship of P.S.D.
Vince Paul. The attendance and interest in the CE programs
continues as well as their reputation of providing quality
and professional presentations.
The chapter is working with the University of the Sciences
to co-promote the Morris Abrams Continuing Education
seminars. Additional efforts are being made to connect
with former fraters within the greater Philadelphia metro-
politan region including Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware. Feel free to contact anyone in the AZO family to
connect with AZO Philadelphia!
Most recently Philadelphia has faced the traumatic loss of
two of its esteemed fraters: Ernest Jacobson, P.S.D., and
Mervin Melrose. Their love and devotion to AZO have never
wavered since they first pledged while in pharmacy school.
Their leadership and friendship will last in our memories, and
their spirits will continue within the AZO and pharmacy
community.
We are looking forward to the 2019 convention in
Philadelphia, where we hope to meet many fellow fraters in
this great city!

Fraternally yours,

Richard B. Greene
Philadelphia Alumni Directorum
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Kappa Chapter

My goals for Kappa this year were to invite speakers to
general body meetings and to develop teams amongst our
officers that collaborate to achieve common goals. This
included the Pledgemaster and Bellarum pairing to plan
rush events, the Historian and Web Master collaborating on
media relations, and adding co-chair positions for multiple
chairs to assist with their duties.
I am proud of Kappa’s accomplishments in the 2017-2018
academic year despite some challenges. It is true that we had
to overcome what Josh Kaufman in his book The Persona
MBA, Master the Art of Business defines as the “five parts of
every business [organization];” that is, creating and deliver-
ing something of value, that other people want or need, at a
price they are willing to pay, in a way that satisfies the [mem-
ber’s] needs and expectations so that the [organization]
brings in enough profit to make it worthwhile.
Thanks to the efforts of the Sub-Directorum Rachel Sands,
Pledgemaster Akua Preko, Fundraising Chair Jayill Charles,
Philanthropy Chair Jennifer Joo, Bellarum Laura Pefok, Web
Master Bernard Anarfi, Signare Boluwatife Williams and
Shady Grove Liaison Adedolapo Adesiyakan, we were able
to surpass my goals. We executed a successful rush season;
we raised funds for the chapter; we raised funds for our
annual Alzheimer’s walk; we held collaborative events with
other organizations including an inter-fraternal rotation
panel and Habitat for Humanity volunteering opportunity;
we mentored prepharmacy students at two local universities
and colleges through student presentations at their pre-phar-
macy organizations; and we hosted two pharmacists from a
local hospital and community pharmacy at general body
meetings. I am grateful for this e-board’s hard work to make
these events possible and I am thankful for their support all
the way through the year.
I am confident that the new Directorum, Kudzo Adzaklo, will
lead Kappa to new heights. I am thankful for the continuous
support of the AZO Supreme Chapter and Kappa Alumni in
all our endeavors. I wish everyone continuous success!

Sincerely,

Alighe Che
Kappa Directorum

Eta
Eta is having a difficult year. We lost two fraters, one a new
member and one who has been a member for over 50 years.
Frater Dave Poppe joined our chapter several years ago. He
and his wife Marilyn were immediately welcomed and active
in everything that the chapter did. His loss was a shock. Frater
Joe Stein was active as far back as I can remember. He was
Directorum years ago and was my Sub-Directorum for many
years before he felt he could not be depended upon any
longer. He still came to almost every meeting until he passed
away. They will be deeply missed.
On the positive side, everyone else is doing well. We still
meet for lunch once a month and have a brunch meeting
with our Auxiliary twice a year.
Eta is very proud of Lois for receiving the AZO Achievement
Medalist this summer in Charlotte. She has worked hard in
Eta and the Auxiliary since we got married over 50 years ago.
Hopefully several fraters and Auxiliary members will be
attending. I know I am looking forward to the presentation!
We are looking forward to seeing everyone this summer.

Fraternally,

Mike Seidenman, P.S.D.
Eta Alumni Directorum

Kappa Alumni

Kappa continued our tradition of fantastic continuing educa-
tion programs! I would like to recognize Frater Honkofsky for
taking such care in planning and organizing our lectures. This
year we were treated to seminars on biosimilars, nutrition,
and infectious disease amongst others. Our CE programs
help ensure fraters meet all of their educational requirements
for licensure renewals. This year, we had the pleasure of
handing out 50-year AZO pins to a few more fraters, prov-
ing the fraternity can be a long-lived membership full of
friendship, professional development, and education.
However, this year we mourned the loss of fraters. If their
family requested, a plaque was installed at the School of
Pharmacy bearing the deceased frater’s name. The graduates
work with the undergraduates to install and maintain these
memorials to our brothers. 
Cheers to another year of peace, friendship, and brotherly love, 

Michelle Shapiro
Kappa Graduate Directorum

Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D., Paul and Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.S.D. & P.N.P.
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fraters. We held an informational session about opportunities
within industry pharmacy led by P.S.D. Harjeet Caberwal; we
had a question and answer panel about APPE rotations with
PY-4 fraters; we hosted our annual flu immunization clinic
with our advisor, Supreme Sub-Directorum Dr. Katelyn
Parsons; and we welcomed a local nuclear pharmacist to dis-
cuss her career with the fraternity. We have planned two con-
tinuing education events for pharmacists for the next frater-
nal year and hope to continue them annually! We are proud
to welcome 17 new fraters into our growing chapter, largely
due to the efforts of our Pledgemaster, Alyssa Hemm. Our
chapter continues to grow and be successful and I am excit-
ed for what the future holds for Delta Tau, especially after see-
ing our largest contingent of fraters attend the annual con-
vention in Providence. The bar has been set extremely high
by Fraters Todd Thompson and Nicole Silengo, who accom-
plished so much that both were honored with the Jay L.
Pollock Supreme Undergraduate Award in two consecutive
years. Lastly, I want to wish our next directorum Nicholas
Raschilla good luck on this upcoming fraternal year with Delta
Tau. I cannot wait to see him build upon our success this year.
We look forward to seeing everyone in Charlotte!

Sam Wiggin
Delta Tau Directorum

Delta Tau Chapter

This has been another amazing year for the fraters of Delta Tau
as we continue to grow and be extremely active in our own
community and with Supreme. I want to start by thanking all
those from across the fraternity, including officers of
Supreme, that have come to visit us both at our inter-chap-
ter weekend and for our annual formal. We hope everyone
continues to come and visit, our doors are always open to
everyone and anyone! I would like to thank the chapters that
hosted our fraters this year. We had a truly amazing time
everywhere we went and everyone has shown us true PF&BL
across the country. Our inter-chapter weekend was a won-
derful time consisting of traveling to the Big E, exploring the
nightlife of Springfield, and participating in various service
and philanthropic events. Our annual formal was another
amazing event; the fraters and their guests all had a fun time
and we are looking forward to everyone coming back next
year. We had a very successful year of fundraising, bringing in
almost $1400 for the chapter. Our annual butter braids and
Yankee candle sales were very successful and we look for-
ward to continuing these well into the future. We found suc-
cess advertising a Chipotle event, selling bottle openers, and
selling duffel bags! If anyone would like to discuss fundrais-
ing ideas, we are always open to new events and ideas. We
streamlined our chapter’s process for raising money for our
national charity and other causes in need of assistance by
opening a new position – philanthropy chairperson. We had
a lot of success with our philanthropic efforts benefiting the
Lustgarten Cancer foundation, raising a little over $600 from
events such as Give Cancer the Boot, Kiss Away Cancer, Bring
the Gold to Lustgarten, a fantasy football tournament, and
small events held during our inter-chapter weekend. Through
our efforts, we were able to raise almost $300 to help our
brothers at the Pi Rho chapter of Puerto Rico after Hurricane
Maria. Our fraters were very active with community service
this year, giving back in the local community. Our fraters
attended many service walks to bring awareness to
Alzheimer’s, type 1 diabetes, breast cancer, and suicide. We
collected toys and money for the Connecticut Children’s
Medical Center and the Birthday Wishes foundation, an
organization that gives birthday parties to children who
would not be able to have one otherwise. Other service
endeavors found us volunteering at a food drive for the Food
Bank of Western Massachusetts and helping at festivals for
children at the Connecticut Trolley Museum. As a chapter, we
have really expanded our array of professional events this
year and we are very proud of the opportunities for our

Annual flu immunization clinic, Fraters: Nicole Bucci, Sandra Rolón
and Nicole Silengo

Annual Delta Tau Souper Bowl
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Lambda Nu Chapter

As Lambda Nu reaches the end of this fraternal year, I have
been reflecting on how much we have accomplished and all
the memories we have made together. I’d like to thank Sub-
Directorum Madeline Pryor, Excheque Derek Melzar,
Recording Signare Desiree Barboza, Corresponding Signare
Elizabeth Connolly, Bellarum Casey Fisher, Pledgemaster
Shelby Close, and our chairs Grace Kim (Professional), Hillary
Chase (Philanthropy), Kassandra Pedro (Fundraising), Joey
Parisi (Historian), Celina Gigliotti and Ross Garrett (Social),
and Janeen Osei and Nelson Rodriguez (Pledge Committee)
for all their hard work. Leading Lambda Nu this year was
immensely enjoyable due to the incredible people I worked
alongside who share a passion and love for this fraternity.
Additional thanks go out to our P4 brother, Shea Ryan, for
spending his evenings hosting tutoring sessions and offering
valuable advice for the residency application process and
upcoming rotations. Shea exemplifies true, selfless brotherly
love; I express my sincerest gratitude on behalf of Lambda
Nu for all of the guidance Shea has offered us.
Additionally, I would like to extend a thank you to a wonder-
ful frater Lou Flacks, P.S.D. Over this past semester, I have had
the pleasure of talking with, getting to know, and being men-
tored by Lou on several occasions. He has guided me
through the beginning stages of developing a project, which
will be carried out next fraternal year. Lambda Nu is working
towards creating the first student organization-led continuing
education program in the University of New England. This
project has begun in effort to promote and incentivize reten-

tion of Lambda Nu alumni as well as promote involvement
from UNE College of Pharmacy alumni, local pharmacists,
and pharmacy students. It has been an absolute joy talking
with Lou and I am grateful that being in Alpha Zeta Omega
allowed us to share this bond; his passion, dedication, and
brotherly love for the younger generations of Alpha Zeta
Omega inspires me to promote these same qualities as I
continue to grow within this fraternity.  
Highlighting some of our most memorable events, we began
this fraternal year with an extremely successful interchapter
weekend which included local sightseeing, brewery tours,
enjoying our beloved city of Portland, and bonding with our
brothers on a sunny breakfast charter sailboat cruise in the
historic Casco Bay. During this past year, we held a supplies
drive and fundraiser for our local animal refuge league, held
a college of pharmacy CV building workshop, continued the
Lambda Nu tradition of volunteering with Habitat for
Humanity to help build affordable housing for those in need,
hosted a college of pharmacy board game night, visited the
Maine Wildlife Park, and had several fundraisers and social
events for the Lustgarten Foundation. 
At the University of New England, brothers of Lambda Nu are
widely recognized among faculty as some of the most hard-
working and professional leaders. I am extremely hopeful for
the future success of Lambda Nu due to how passionate our
younger members are. It speaks volumes that the newly ini-
tiated Alpha Zeta Omega brothers have the highest atten-
dance in their class to the University of New England Phi
Lambda Sigma Interprofessional Leadership Conference.
Since the beginning of their pledge process, these individu-
als have been uniquely proactive, enthusiastic, and dedicat-
ed to our fraternity. I know that this next year, under the
guidance of upcoming Directorum Nelson Rodriguez,
Lambda Nu will thrive and accomplish great things with
these highly invested members and new leaders. 
We ended our semester with a few events to bring us
together as a family before our P4s go off on rotations and
other students begin summer break. Our last events
together included the final chapter meeting as a family
style potluck, a Bob Ross themed paint night as a fundrais-
er for the Lustgarten Foundation, and a cookout with all
Lambda Nu brothers and honorary members at Fort
Williams State Park in Cape Elizabeth, Maine. In Lambda
Nu, we celebrate the bond of our family and are excited to
share each other’s life accomplishments, including three
fraters adding newborns to their families this year. Serving
as this chapter’s Directorum has impacted my life in more
ways than I can describe; from taking on leadership posi-
tions to meeting so many brothers across the country,
Alpha Zeta Omega has pushed me to grow in my own
confidence, communication, organization, and leadership
skills and has driven me to pursue opportunities I once
would shy away from. I cannot wait to see what this next
year’s officers and chairs accomplish; it’s been an honor
serving as Lambda Nu’s Directorum and I will greatly miss
seeing my family everyday while I am away on clinical
rotations.

Warmly,

Natalie Underdown
Lambda Nu Directorum
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Marathon. Through the tireless work of our fundraising and
philanthropy chairs, Arielle DiPasquale, Keyli Flores, Kelly Ann
Ohlinger, and Jennifer Tamayo, we had 36 dancers and four
volunteers participate in RUDM. As a team, we were able to
raise $30,740 to contribute to the $1,055,468.37 total from
the event. All proceeds went to Embrace Kids Foundation,
which is an organization that supports children with cancer
and other blood disorders. Without the relentless support
from the brothers, their families, and our generous alumni, we
would not be where we are today; thank you for your unend-
ing encouragement every year. Our beautiful relationships
with our RU4Kids, Kiana and Axel, transcends any monetary
value. Our time with them and their loving families inspires us
and motivates us to do more, to be more, for them, and we
look forward to doing so for years to come. Our Risk
Management chairs, Vyas Maddukuri and Jon Julian Minervini,
have been essential in our endeavors this fraternal year. Their
dedication to the fraternity ensured that all of our events ran
smoothly and that everyone was held accountable for their
actions. Our scholarship chair, Mika Dy Tioco, has not only
held a Rotation and Midyear Roundtable, but has coordinated
multiple recitation sessions for our brothers. Our Historian,
Jenna Mariotti, created a new AZO trifold for rush that will
hopefully last for years to come. Her dedication to recording
and publicizing our events is evident on our social media sites:
Instagram @azoepsilon and Facebook AZO Rutgers. She
worked closely with our Webmaster, Sowmya Mullapudi, to
frequently update our website: www.azoepsilon.com and
continue our “Frater Spotlight.” Two of my pledge brothers,
Shom Ganguly and Tony Yuan, were able to initiate two class-
es of amazing new members. I am confident they will create
everlasting bonds within the fraternity that motivate them to
build upon the hard work of our chairs and E-Board in the
coming years. Last but certainly not least, everything we
accomplished this year would not be possible without my E-
board (Karli Boniello, Catherine Johnson, Shailee Gusani, Gian
King and Ian Gliksman). We have reached incredible mile-
stones this year and I could not have done it without the end-
less love and support from each and every one of you.
Through our events and our fraters’ presence on E-boards in
many organizations within the pharmacy school, we have
truly demonstrated our leadership and immeasurable com-
mitment to our profession. Thank you for the honor and priv-
ilege of being the Epsilon Directorum for this fraternal year.
Best of luck to Karli and next year’s E-board!

Fraternally yours,

Camille Rabe 
Epsilon Undergraduate Directorum

Epsilon Chapter

Epsilon Chapter Homecoming at Rutgers University

It has been another exciting and successful year for the Epsilon
fraters! Every brother’s dedication and love for AZO has
strengthened our desire to expand our impact on the com-
munity. Throughout the year, our chairs have worked relent-
lessly to organize events within the pharmacy school and the
greater Rutgers community. Our professional chairs, Parth
Vaidya and Jasmin Zarrin, helped plan our professional rush
events to inspire potential new members to join AZO. They
also collaborated with Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy
to host the 9th annual Speed Networking event. This event
had over 100 pharmacists and faculty discuss career paths
with our fellow EMSOP students. However, Epsilon not only
works hard, but we play even harder. Our social chairs,
Boning Zhao and Terry Seong, were able to plan many parties
and mixers throughout the fraternal year. They worked close-
ly with our alumni, Chapter Social Chair Sumanth Inaganti, and
our Fraternal Outreach Chair Ameya Deshpande to host our
successful inter-chapter events of Homecoming and Epsilon
Formal. We were able to spread the PFBL amongst many
fraters from countless chapters for both events. During formal
weekend, we had over 35 fraters join us and we urged them
to join our team for the Parkinson’s Unity Walk. We participat-
ed in this walk for our advisor, Dr. Gerecke, Saturday morning
and then danced the night away with all 145 attendees at for-
mal. In addition, our Patient Outreach chairs, Vismita
Kandasamy and Kim Kornbluth, coordinated fall and spring
CPR certification courses. These courses were specifically
geared towards our P3s who would be departing for APPE
rotations in the upcoming year. Then, in collaboration with
SNPhA and APhA, we held a multi-faceted bone marrow
transplant event. This event featured patients, donors, and
healthcare professionals who have all been affected by bone
marrow transplant procedures and therapies. We were able to
get swabbed and be uploaded into the registry to be a poten-
tial match for a bone marrow recipient. Epsilon’s philanthrop-
ic efforts were awe-inspiring this year. In the fall, we partici-
pated in many walks including Heel to Heal Walk and Walk for
Vision to support our alumni, Alka Bhatt. Many brothers also
attended holiday events hosted by the Embrace Kids
Foundation and numerous fundraisers. Our Sub-Directorum,
Karli Boniello, spearheaded bringing the Lustgarten Walk to
Rutgers University. We had a successful event in late October
that allowed us to give back to our national charity. Our
biggest philanthropic success, however, was Rutgers Dance
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Theta Gamma Chapter

As the fraternal year wraps up, I cannot express how proud I
am of Theta Gamma chapter. I first have to thank my e-board
and chairs for putting in countless hours to make this the
most productive year in Theta Gamma history. Without all of
you, we could not have achieved such success! 
Under the guidance of Gino Ghamlouche and Matthew
“Bucky” Buchfellner, we inducted 14 new fraters this year. We
incorporated video chatting other chapters into the pledging
process this year so they would get to know other fraters. It
is exciting to see these former pledges being so active in the
fraternity. With Lauren Henderson at the helm of our philan-
thropic efforts, we were able to raise the most money for
Lustgarten Theta Gamma has seen in the past four years. We
participated in Dance Marathon and Relay for Life this year
and raised over $1000. Additionally, she helped set up a flu
shot clinic and multiple medication collection events. During
National Drug Takeback Day, we met U.S. Congressman Bob
Lotta and talked to him about his plan to help end the opioid
epidemic. I would like to extend a massive thank you to Jace
Swingle, Interfrat Chair, for helping organize our first inter-
chapter event, set to take place in the fall. We are expecting
a massive turnout for it in September! I would like to thank
Joanna Duda, fundraising chair, for helping exceed our
fundraising goal, and consequently making me get the AZO
tattoo that I promised I would if we were successful. I want
to recognize Lauren Fleser, Excheque, for making sure we
had enough money in the account to execute all the events
we decided to do. I want to highlight Carmen Witsken, Social
Chair, for bringing us all together for ice-skating, painting,
and escape rooms to show us the true meaning of brotherly
love. Thank you to Kacie Miller and Kyle Finnerty for being
willing to attend all inter-chapter and conventions with me.
And finally, I want to recognize the rest of the board and
chairs that helped make this historic year happen. 
We laid the groundwork for many chapter events we hope
will become yearly traditions. We were pleased to host our
alumni, who came back to talk to the undergrad fraters about
APPEs and residency life. We also had our annual
HalloChristmaGivings celebration in November. We went
bowling and skiing with the other two pharmaceutical frater-
nities to promote unity within the University of Findlay.
Furthermore, we elected a new co-advisor, Dr. Charlie
Mosler, who is interested in becoming a frater in the near
future and whom we hope will help perpetuate these events! 
Theta Gamma Chapter was active at inter-chapter events. We

got the ball rolling by attending Summer Convention in
Providence, which had a snowball effect leading us to
become a more active chapter. Fraters went to Maine for
Lambda Nu’s weekend in September, and winter Convention
down in Ft. Myers. Rounding out the year, we ended up brav-
ing a snowstorm to make it to Delta Tau Formal, which we
followed with a much easier drive to Sigma’s Bowl-a-thon in
March. We met up with Sigma for their Green Carpet as well
as a trip to a haunted house in October. We happily hosted
fraters from Lambda Nu in March. We are planning on rent-
ing a cabin in upstate New York with the Lambda Nu Chapter
in May. These events developed friendships that will last a
lifetime and instilled the true meaning of friendship and
brotherly love in everyone involved. 
Congratulations to the new executive board and to my right
hand frater this past year, John Kurth, our next Directorum.
The Theta Gamma Chapter is starting to make big moves so
keep your eyes peeled for what we do next. I will surely miss
the many duties of being Directorum, though perhaps none
more than writing weekly remixes to remind everyone to
wear AZO on Wednesdays. I cannot wait to see how the new
executive board capitalizes on our momentum to make next
year even better. See you all in Charlotte! 

PFBL,

Daniel Hannig
Theta Gamma Directorum

It has been another successful year over here by Rutgers
University. Our Undergraduates have crossed and inducted
wonderful new brothers and our Alumni chapter has enjoyed
an array of fantastic events this fraternal year! We started with
our Family Day celebration, Homecoming tailgate, and
Lustgarten Foundation walk in the fall. Throughout the win-
ter, we managed to help our undergrads fundraise over
$30,000 for Rutgers University Dance Marathon, a major
philanthropic event benefiting the Embrace Kids Foundation.
Our closing affair and our CE event in May are our major
focuses for the spring. While we have tried to strengthen the
bonds between undergrad and alumni, our goal this year was
to make retention of fraters a top priority. We continue to
look for new avenues of involvement so we may capture and
keep the ambition our Fraters show throughout their forma-
tive college years. It has been a privilege and an honor to
serve as Epsilon Directorum for the last two years. I look for-
ward to seeing what our next generation of Epsilon leader-
ship has in store! See you all in Charlotte.

PF&BL,

Christopher M. Yanoschak
Epsilon Alumni Directorum

Epsilon Alumni
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Providence National Convention Report
Our July National Convention took us to the beautiful New
England city of Providence where we stayed at the lovely
Providence Marriott in the heart of the city. The first
evening we boarded buses to enjoy our welcome dinner
at one of Providence’s notable restaurants The Cav. The
service, food and ambiance lent themselves to an unfor-
gettable evening. Upon our return the hospitality room
was opened so everyone had a chance to meet and greet
since there were many new faces attending! On Thursday
we had our Fraternity and Auxiliary meetings followed by
a delicious lunch and continuing education program well
done by our own Frater Jonathan McLachlan, Pharm.D.
Thursday evening was very special for me! I was awarded
the Alpha Zeta Omega Achievement Medalist Award and
the evening was devoted to me! I was blown away when
I walked into the ballroom and saw the incredible decora-
tions and “shoes” centerpieces in my honor, beautifully
arranged by Tiffany Janajreh, Nicole Silengo, and Joanna
McCormack. I probably went through a box of tissues as I
hear my family and friends speak about me so lovingly. It
was a fun evening and one I will never forget. Friday was
our tour day (for those who signed up) to the beautiful
seaside town of Newport. We enjoyed an informative tour
of the famous mansion, The Breakers and then had time to
perused the town for shopping and lunch. Saturday after
the Fraternity meeting many people did their own walking
tours of Providence or hung by the lovely outdoor pool.
The evening was our Installation Dinner and Dance where
we inducted Lauren Judson (who made it just in time with
baby Charlotte in hand not in belly!) as our new Supreme
Directorum and Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.N.P. as our new
Auxiliary President. After dinner everyone (except
Charlotte) danced the night away. A good time was had
by all and looking forward to seeing everyone again at the
January Regional in Florida.

Fraternally, 

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Convention Co-Chairpersons

Supreme officers (left to right): Katelyn Parsons, 1st Sub-Directorum, Tiffany Janajreh, 2nd Sub-Directorum, Nicole Saracino, Signare, Nicholas Woodard,
Associate Signare, Lauren Judson, Directorum, Jonathan McLachlan, Excheque, Nicole Silengo, Bellarum, Stephanie Niman, Undergraduate
Representative, Shom Ganguly and Luke Neumann, Associate Undergraduate Representatives at the National Convention.

Lauren Judson taking the oath of Supreme Directorum 
from Justice Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.

Lauren Judson, Supreme Directorum thanking past and present 
officers, fraters and guests at the Providence National Convention.
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The conga line starts here with Sheila Zive, 
followed... by Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D.

Left to Right: Billie Bauman, Joyce Hoffman Selden, Shelley Azapian, 
Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.N.P., Gloria Flacks, P.N.P., Achievement Medalist Recipient,

Sheila Zive, Rosalie Chin, P.N.P., Agnes Brooks, P.N.P. and Sheila Rothbaum
High heels, high hopes and high standards...

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P. and Tiffany Janajreh.

Scenes from the 97th Convention held in Providence

Left to right (standing): P.S.D.s Izzy Janajreh, Bruce Strell, John Chin, Harjeet Caberwal, Shari Fine 
(seated) Paul R. Holly, Diane Medeiros, Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson, Stephen Imperato and Lou Flacks
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Left to Right: Nick Raschilla, Sean Wiggin, Olivia Roth, 
Michael Costa, Rachel Nentwick and Jonathan Mahoney

‘Who Runs the World?’: Tau and Delta Tau Girls Do!

Left to Right: Luke Neumann, Ali Ciani, Jessica Breitweg, 
Liz Allen, Nick Raschilla and Rachel Nentwick

Delta TauDelta Tau

TauTau
Tau Chapter had tremendous alumni support in celebration of Lauren Judson’s Supreme Directorum installation.
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Sanibel Island Regional Convention Report

Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson with Nicole Silengo, 
2018 Jay L. Pollock Undergraduate Achievement Award recipient.

At the Dais (left to right): Stephanie Niman, Jessica Filippoli, Ashley
Simpson, Ali Ciani, Nicole Silengo, Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson,
Chris Judson, Jeanne-Marie Holly, P.N.P. and Paul R. Holly, P.S.D.

Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson with Ashley Simpson, 
2018 Jay L. Pollock Undergraduate Achievement Award recipient.

Oh, how we love Florida in the winter (especially this
winter!) ...and what better place to enjoy it than the
west coast and the beautiful Sanibel Harbour Marriott
Resort. Unfortunately, our biggest challenge to this con-
vention for many was getting there! The massive snow-
storms that hit the country this past winter wreaked
havoc on travel plans and caused many fraters and
guests to be unable to attend. For those who did make
it we once again had a great time. Thursday night we
welcomed in the evening with a Chinese buffet and
then a Karaoke fun time. All the participants “brought
down the house” with laughter and cheers. Even the
Flacks were dragged up for their favorite Kenny Rogers
rendition! Once again, the Hospitality Room opened for
the fun to continue. Friday after a sumptuous buffet
breakfast many of us were off to the Edison Museum
and then returned to the hotel for a barbecue lunch. The
afternoon was basically ‘on your own’ but in Florida this
usually means hanging at the pool and the hot tub!
Saturday after our Fraternity and Auxiliary meetings we
enjoyed yet another excellent Continuing Education
program given by Frater Harjeet Caberwal, Pharm.D,
P.S.D. A very special award was presented to Frater
Herbert Pobiner for 70 years of membership in AZO.
Congratulations, Herb! Saturday evening, the Jay L.
Pollock Undergraduate Award was double the excite-
ment as we honored two recipients, Nicole Silengo and
Ashley Simpson. It was a thrill to honor both (and they
both looked gorgeous!) Once again, we dance the
night away until “Don’t Stop Believing” had everyone
gather around, ending another great convention!
Charlotte North Carolina here we come!

Fraternally,

Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
Lou Flacks, P.S.D.
Convention Co-Chairpersons
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Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson and the P.S.D.s

Left to right (standing): Izzy Janajreh, Mike Seidenman, Diane Medeiros, Harjeet Caberwal, Paul R. Holly 
(seated) Mort Smith, Lauren Judson, Supreme Directorum and Lou Flacks

Tau Chapter congratulating Ashley Simpson, recipient of the 2018 Jay L. Pollock Undergraduate Achievement Award.

Supreme Directorum Lauren Judson, Undergraduate Achievement
Award Recipients Nicole Silengo, Ashley Simpson and Katelyn Parsons.

P.N.P.s Jeanne-Marie Holly, Gloria Flacks, 2017 Achievement
Medalist Recipient, Lois Seidenman and Joy Pollock
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Nicole Silengo, 2018 Jay L. Pollock Undergraduate Achievement
Award recipient with proud parents Nancy and Mike Silengo.

Karaoke Night: Supreme Signare Nicole Saracino being serenaded
by Stephen Hayman, an auxiliary member and boyfriend.

Ashley Simpson, 2018 Jay L. Pollock Undergraduate 
Achievement Award recipient with Clint Brandien

It’s paradise on beautiful Sanibel Island
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Jay L. Pollock
Supreme Undergraduate 2018 Recipients

An annual award presented to an Undergraduate Frater in recognition of his/her achievements
in scholarship, leadership, extracurricular activities and service to the fraternity.

Frater Nicole Silengo, Delta Tau Frater Ashley Simpson, Tau
RECIPIENTS OF THE 2018 JAY L. POLLOCK UNDERGRADUATE AWARD

Nicole Christine Silengo was born on November 8, 1991 to
Michael and Nancy Silengo. Nicole has a younger sister
Alyssa, and her family resides in North Haven, Connecticut.
In fall of 2010, Nicole attended Western New England
University in Springfield, Massachusetts as a Biology major
while also taking pre-pharmacy courses. As a freshman, she
joined the Western New England Dance Team where her
leadership skills began to develop. Through the dance team,
Nicole learned the importance of service and charity to the
community. Nicole graduated in 2014 with a degree in
Biology and was accepted into the pharmacy program. 
Nicole crossed in spring of 2015 and was nominated by her
peers for the social co-chair position soon after. That summer,
Nicole attended her first National Convention in Aruba and
has not missed a convention since. She puts forth her best
effort in recruiting undergraduates to attend national conven-
tions and inter-chapter events so they are able to experience
what peace, friendship, and brotherly love truly means. By
holding interest meetings and creating informational presen-
tations, the attendance from the Delta Tau Chapter at these
events have far surpassed previous years. Nicole hopes that
she can continue to instill such passion into current and future
fraters so that Alpha Zeta Omega continues to succeed.
Nicole served as social co-chair during her second and third
year of pharmacy school. Her goal has been to bring the
fraters of Delta Tau together by motivating each member to
take on active roles within the fraternity. She feels strongly
about every member having a sense of belonging and sin-
cere friendship just as she had experienced from each person
she met at her first convention. Nicole is grateful to have had
the opportunity to hold such a unique position these last two

Ashley Simpson was born December 7th, 1992. She grew
up in Bellmore, New York on Long Island, where her fam-
ily still currently resides. As a child, Ashley loved to play
with her neighbors and enjoyed playing a variety of sports,
such as soccer, basketball and cheerleading. As she grew
older, she followed her faith and after attending St.
Elizabeth Ann Seton Regional School until 8th grade, she
moved to Kellenberg Memorial High School, where she
found her real passion for helping others. Beginning in her
freshman year, she joined an organization called PREP. This
group was a select group of students that were given the
opportunity to teach first and third grade students religious
education once a week. It was an incredibly rewarding
experience. She was also a part of the Varsity Bowling
Team, which in her senior year, she became the co-captain
with one of her other teammates. Ashley’s interest in phar-
macy came in her junior year of high school when she
experienced her abuelita go through a series of operations
and a diagnosis of cancer. Not only did she have these,
Ashley’s abuelita had Multiple Sclerosis that she had lived
with since she was a young child. Ashley watched as her
abuelita took handfuls of pills each day and wondered
what each one did. She wanted to understand what was
happening and if there is anyway she could help. That is
why in her senior year, she decided to accept an offer to
MCPHS University. She was both excited and nervous
about moving over 200 miles away from her family and
friends and having to figure it out, but she was motivated
by her abuelita to help people, like her pharmacists had
helped save her abuelita in the past. So freshman year
came and Ashley had one great talent to give, ZUMBA!
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years because it allowed her to collaborate with the entire
executive board and remain involved in each area of the fra-
ternity. During her time in this position, she devoted most of
her energy coordinating social events such as Delta Tau’s
inter-chapter weekend and the annual formal. She especially
enjoyed working closely with the Pledge Master on the
pledge committee to assist in creating new traditions for the
Delta Tau Chapter. The accomplishments Nicole is most
proud of include; having a record number of fifty outside
fraters attend the Delta Tau Formal, helping to establish a phi-
lanthropy chair position for Delta Tau, and assisting in the
implementation of numerous legacy philanthropic events
such as “Bring the Gold to Lustgarten”, “Give Pancreatic
Cancer the Boot”, and “Kiss Away Cancer.” It was her mission
in the short amount of time she had on the executive board
to continue to build and strengthen Delta Tau.
Nicole had the privilege of holding the position of Supreme
Undergraduate Associate Representative for 2016-2017. This
was her opportunity to show the undergraduate fraters that
she was there to serve them to the best of her ability and her
chance to express to the Supreme members, her commit-
ment to this fraternity. With the appointed undergraduate
representatives, she helped to demonstrate the importance
of enforcing service, philanthropic, and professional events
during visits. As a result, chapters incorporated “Walks for a
Cure” and community programs into their inter-chapter
events. Nicole enjoyed being the liaison between the under-
graduates and the Supreme members of the fraternity
because she was able to guide new chapters in executing
their goals and help overcome barriers they experienced.
Nicole learned a great deal about the interworking of the fra-
ternity and emphasized to the undergraduates the impor-
tance of having a presence at inter-chapter events. The high-
light of her year was creating lasting friendships and memo-
ries while hosting other chapters and traveling to numerous
events. This position opened her eyes to the opportunities for
professional development and her future in the fraternity. 
Alpha Zeta Omega has been a vital part of Nicole’s life in
such a short amount of time. In addition to her involvement
in the fraternity, Nicole has been active in several other phar-
macy organizations such Pharmacy Student Governance
Association, Student Society of Health System Pharmacists,
American Pharmacists Association, and Industry Pharmacists
Organization. By holding leadership positions, Nicole is able
to integrate what she has learned to promote the profession
of pharmacy within Alpha Zeta Omega. She was recently
inducted into Western New England University’s National
Society of Leadership and Success, the College of Pharmacy’s
Phi Lambda Sigma Pharmacy Leadership Society and Rho
Chi, the Academic Honor Society in Pharmacy. Nicole is the
recipient of the College of Pharmacy Annual Scholarship, the
Robert W. and Marilyn P. Dobek Pharmacy Scholarship, and
the Philadelphia Alumni Scholarship. Nicole was honored
Frater of the Year for 2016-2017 by the Delta Tau Chapter and
received the Simon I. Sless Award in 2016. Nicole currently
has been employed at North Haven Pharmacy, an independ-
ent pharmacy in her hometown since March of 2012. After
graduation, Nicole will be pursuing a Clinical Development
and Medical Affairs Fellowship with Boehringer Ingelheim.
Although Nicole will be on rotations this year, she knows she
will remain active in the fraternity and serve in any capacity
where she may be needed. Whether it be assisting the frater-
nity in frater retention or remaining a resource for Delta Tau,
Nicole looks forward to sharing her experiences with new
and existing Alpha Zeta Omega fraters.

She taught classes her freshman year to help occupy her
time while she attended MCPHS University. While she had
made some great friends, she was still longing for another
connection. Then one day, three young bright women,
joined her Zumba class. They stood in the back and they
spent the entire time doing their version of interpretive
dance. It made Ashley smile to see people just trying. At
the end of class, they introduced themselves, Fraters
Allison Perry, Bridget Cahill-Thumar, and Jessica Comeau-
McCarthy. They told her about this great organization they
were apart of: Alpha Zeta Omega. They invited her to go
to their rushes and get to know them better. So, Ashley
dragged along her new best friend, Frater Jessica Filippoli
and the rest became history. Ashley pledged with 18 other
fabulous females and together they helped to triple the Tau
chapters active members. She was initiated in the fraterni-
ty February 24th 2012. She attended her first convention
the following winter in Orlando and realized just how awe-
some this organization was. She made so many friends and
she met fraters young and old that had all the same inter-
est: betterment of each other and betterment of the phar-
maceutical profession. On the last night of convention,
Frater Brooke Ruhland received the Jay L. Pollock Supreme
Undergraduate Award, and Ashley knew that someday,
she wanted to be up there doing the same thing. Fast for-
ward to present day and through demanding work and
trial and error, Ashley made it to this night. Ashley wants
to thank her parents Raymond and Sandra, her brothers
Raymond and Chase and the her rest of her family for all
the support through the rough times. She also wants to
thank her best friend Jessica Filippoli, for always putting up
with her shenanigans even from the beginning. Finally, she
wants to dedicate the winning of this special honor to her
abuelita Irma Henao. Although she can no longer be with
us, Ashley knew she was there through every time that she
felt like she wanted to quit and helped inspire her to strive
to be better.

Joy Pollock, P.N.P. congratulating the 2018 Jay L. Pollock
Undergraduate Achievement Award recipients 

Nicole Silengo and Ashley Simpson.
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James H. Ellis, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1954
Howard Ansel, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1955
Leonard Rosenfield, Gamma  . . . . . . . . .1956
*Elliot Bohrer, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1957
Harry Bass, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1958
Larry H. Pozanek, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . .1959
Gerald Essig, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1960
*William Katz, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1961
Donald A. Schumer, Pi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1962
Bruce M. Morse, Gamma . . . . . . . . . . . .1963
Larry Michaels, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1964
David Stoller, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1965
Alan Schneider, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1965
Myron Weiner, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1966
Lloyd Fox, Iota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1967
Daniel J. Feuer, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1969
Richard H. Siegal, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1970
Bruce E. Strell, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1971
Howard L. Rubenstein, Epsilon  . . . . . . .1972
Gregory Rhoa, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1973
C. David Stahl, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1975
Gary Ceretta, Rho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1976
Mark Shapiro, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1976
Steve Jacober, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1977
Cecily Victor, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1977
Dennis S. Darling, Nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1978
Robert B. Reidinger, Theta Alpha  . . . . . .1979
Richard B. Greene, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1980
Shari D. Fine, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1981
Vincent Paul, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1981
Glenn Myer, Mu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1982
Alan E. Bleznick, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1983
Kenneth P. Horowitz, Epsilon . . . . . . . . .1984
Leslie M. Liebowitz, Phi  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
Wayne L. Cohen, Theta Beta  . . . . . . . . .1986
Steven J. Kravet, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1987
Gary Sophia, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988

Rebecca Allyson Stewart, Theta Beta  . . .1989
Scott Myers, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990
Michael J. Lumia, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1990
Peter VanZile, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Jenny Seeram, Iota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Steven J. Kataryniak, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . .1992
Anne Badas, Nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1992
LeVan Gray, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Jane A. Wissuchek, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Christian Zimmer, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Lori Marie Schuck, Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Nicole M. Parisi, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1998
Gregory Malat, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999
Leonardo Ortega, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .2001
Robert J. Amend, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Audrey L. Peters, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Brian Fong, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Stephen Imperato, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Maricel DeJesus, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
Taylor Hackett, Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Andrea Pallotta, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Matthew Gimbar, Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Jessica Nicole Hill, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .2008
Jared Stroud, Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Sharon Chan, Tau  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Tan Carlin, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2011
Taryn Nicole Merchant, Kappa  . . . . . . .2012
Katelyn Parsons, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2012
Brooke Ashley Ruhland, Tau  . . . . . . . . .2013
Janee Whitner, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2014
Andrianna Guo, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2014
Donald J. Langan, Jr., Epsilon  . . . . . . . . .2015
Emily Catherine Erpenbeck, Lambda Nu  . .2016
Todd N. Thompson, Delta Tau . . . . . . . . . .2017
Nicole Silengo, Delta Tau . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2018
Ashley Simpson, Tau  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2018
*Deceased

AZO Undergraduate Award Recipients
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Wednesday, July 11, 2018
12 Noon to 4:00 PM

Registration in 
Hospitality Room 1866 in Le Meridien

7:00 PM
Buffet Dinner and “Lip Sync” 

Inter Chapter Contest in CJ’s Lounge
Hospitality Room

Opens After Dinner Event
All are welcome

Thursday, July 12, 2018
7:30 to 10:00 AM

Breakfast (at your leisure) in the 
Craft City Social Club (main floor) 

9:00 AM
Fraternity meeting in Mecklenburg 3

9:30 AM
Auxiliary Meeting in Hospitality Room

12 Noon
Awards and Continuing Education Program

Luncheon Mecklenburg 1-2
6:00 PM 

Cocktail Reception in Mecklenburg Foyer
7:00 PM 

Achievement Award Dinner 
Honoring Lois J. Seidenman, P.N.P.

Hospitality Room Opens After Dinner
All are welcome

Alpha Zeta Omega Pharmaceutical Fraternity
National Convention Agenda

July 11-15, 2018
Sheraton Charlotte Hotel
Charlotte, North Carolina

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Chairpersons
Gloria & Lou Flacks, P.N.P. & P.S.D.

Co-Chairpersons
Tiffany & Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D.

Committee Members
Katelyn Parsons
Stephanie Niman
Ashley Simpson
Brian Pinto, P.S.D.
Bruce Strell, P.S.D.

Jeanne-Marie & Paul Holly, P.N.P. & P.S.D.
Lois & Mike Seidenman, P.N.P. & P.S.D.

Sheraton Charlotte Hotel 
555 So. McDowell Street | Charlotte, NC Carloina 28202

Tel: (704) 372-4100 | Toll Free: 866-716-8134
http://www.SheratonCharlotteHotel.com
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What should I wear?
Wednesday, July 11th

“Lip Sync” Inter Chapter Contest in 
CJ’s Lounge, nice casual no shorts or tees

Thursday, July 12th
Meetings, CE Luncheon and Awards 

(casual – no shorts for luncheon)
Achievement Award Dinner
Upscale dress for women
Jacket and tie for men

Friday, July 13th
Tour and Free Day

Whatever you are comfortable in.

Saturday, July 14th
Fraternity Meeting (casual – shorts OK)

Installation Dinner and Dance
Dress – Head table formal; 

for all others suit or jacket and tie for men,
(formal optional)

Cocktail attire for women

Save the dates and don’t miss out...
Regional Convention Jauary 3-6, 2019 

Lake Buena Vista 
Orlando, Florida

National Convention July 10-14, 2019
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Friday, July 13, 2018
7:30 to 10:00 AM

Breakfast (at your leisure) in the 
Craft City Social Club (main floor)

10:30 AM
Meet in lobby for optional tours

Rest of day on your own. 

9:30 PM
Hospitality Room – All are welcome

Saturday, July 14, 2018
7:30 to 10:00 AM

Breakfast (at your leisure) in the 
Craft City Social Club (main floor)

9:00 AM 
Fraternity meeting in Mecklenburg 3

Election of Officers

Afternoon Free

5:30 PM
Memorial Service in Mecklenburg 3

6:00 PM
Cocktail Reception at CJ’s Lounge

7:00 PM
Installation of Officers 

Dinner and Dance in Carolina A-C

Hospitality Room Opens After Dinner & Dance
All are welcome

Sunday, July 15, 2018
Breakfast on your own.

9:30 AM
Turnover Meeting in Mecklenburg 3

PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR FOOD
AND DRINK VOUCHERS TO EACH MEAL

Hope you all had fun! Safe journey home. 
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February 12, 2018

Greetings,

I would like to welcome all attendees of the Alpha Zeta Omega
professional pharmaceutical fraternity to Charlotte for your convention on
July 11-15, 2018.

I hope that those here from outside the Charlotte area will enjoy their stay
and experience all that the largest city in the state of North Carolina has to
offer, from the wonderful eateries to the Levine Center of the Arts with its
variety of museums, just to name a few.

Best wishes for a successful event.

Yours truly,

Vi Alexander Lyles
Mayor
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*Milford J. Harris, Theta . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1950
*David M. Leff, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1950
*David L. Dyen, Alpha  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1951
*Isadore M. Ostrum, Gamma  . . . . . . . . .1951
*Maher Passamaneck, Lambda  . . . . . . . .1951
*Roy Scott, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1951
*Henry E. Agin, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1952
*Elder H. Stein, Mu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1954
*Morris Abrams, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1955
*Zach C. Oppenheimer, Lambda  . . . . . . .1956
*Jerome Boonshoft, Xi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1957
*Ephraim G. Sless, Alpha  . . . . . . . . . . . .1958
*Henry G. Seidman, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . .1959
*Morris Shuman, Alpha . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1960
*Max J. Hersh, Sigma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1962
*Hyman Goodman, Lambda  . . . . . . . . . .1963
*Oscar I. Roth, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1964
*William A. Goodman, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . .1965
*Sidney Hillman, Eta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1966
*Harold M. Goldfeder, Pi . . . . . . . . . . . . .1967
*Robert Kirschner, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1968
*Robert L. Byck, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1969
*Norman Weintraub, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . .1970
*Frank T. Smith, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1971
*David P. Rosenfeld, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1972
*Max Millman, Omicron  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1973
*Paul Reznek, Pi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1974
*Samuel Breslow, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . .1975
*Coleman Levin, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . . .1976
*Gerald Cornblatt, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1977
*A. Milton Cohen, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1978
*Lewis Fogel, Mu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1979

Myron M. Krop, Epsilon . . . . . . . . . . . . .1980
*Irving Goldberg, Pi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1981
*Jacob Chitlik, Lambda  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1982
*Manuel Katzman, Omicron  . . . . . . . . . .1983
*William S. Katz, Nu  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
*Aaron Masia, Xi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
*Herbert S. Garde, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986
Lloyd A. Fox, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1987
Gary N. Helper, Phi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
*Morris A. Morton, Omicron . . . . . . . . . .1989
*Jay L. Pollock, Gamma . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990
Maurice Williams, Rho  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
*Irving Barron, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1992
*Herbert Wasserman, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Michael H. Seidenman, Eta  . . . . . . . . . .1994
*Louis M. Kaplan, Beta Alpha  . . . . . . . . .1995
Bruce Elliot Strell, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Alan Abrams, Theta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1997
*Edmund A. Keisman, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . .1998
*Ernest Jacobson, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999
*Sheldon Berson, Beta Alpha  . . . . . . . . .2000
*Herman Langer, Beta Alpha  . . . . . . . . .2001
*Woodrow M. Weinstein, Zeta  . . . . . . . .2002
Morton B. Smith, Gamma  . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Louis Flacks, Xi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Shari D. Fine, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
*Dr. Jeffrey M. Levy, Zeta  . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Irwin C. Feder, Miami Alumni  . . . . . . . .2008
Paul R. Holly, Kappa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Steve Brooks, Iota  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Vincent J. Paul, Beta  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2011
Brian Pinto, Epsilon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2016
*Deceased

Past AZO Meritorious Award Recipients
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Lois J. Seidenman was born on January 12, 1945 in Brooklyn, New York. Her Dad was stationed at the
Brooklyn Navy Yards at this time, so her Mom went up to stay with Aunt Sadye to have the baby! She spent
her life growing up in Cincinnati, Ohio with two siblings, Barry and Marla until she married our own Mike
Seidenman on August 27, 1967. Lois and Mike just celebrated their 50th anniversary last summer and hope
to have many more! She immediately joined the Alpha Zeta Omega Pharmaceutical Auxiliary, even though
she was NOT an organization-type person. 

Lois graduated from the University of Cincinnati with an Associate’s Degree in Medical Secretarial Studies. Her
work history includes working for a dermatologist, a general surgeon, ob/gyn doctors, internal medicine doc-
tors, orthopaedic surgeon, and finally, she finished off her career working for her dentist for four years. She is
now retired and enjoying peace and freedom from daily rush-hour traffic and staying home when it snows! 

Her interests include travelling to our National Parks in the U.S.A., knitting, gardening (which gives her
pleasure plus back and leg pain!), family get-togethers and her new passion: shooting guns!

Never in her life, would she have thought that she would be so dedicated to AZO. However, this organiza-
tion has brought her friends for life, wonderful travel opportunities to Conventions near and far, and a love for
a second family like no other. She has held every office in local Eta Chapter and National, except for National
Treasurer. She has held the office of National President seven times! She is now the forever-President along
with Bea Goodman, and tends the tiny treasury of Eta Chapter.

Lois has the best of both worlds...a son and a daughter. Brian has enriched her life with a beautiful daughter-
in-law Christine and a sweet grandson Zachary. Andi (Andrea) has made her very proud of her status as a
9-1-1 dispatcher and she has given her the most lovely grand-daughter, Shana. These people are the ones
that give Lois the most pleasure in her life. 

The one thing she is known for is her ability to cry. Yes, she cries for happy, sad, funny and mad times. Let’s
see how she does on the night of the Award presentation!

The 2018 Alpha Zeta Omega Achievement Medalist
This award, a bronze plaque, shall be presented to a dignitary 
of the profession of pharmacy. It shall be granted for long, 

meritorious and dignified service to the profession.

Lois Jean Seidenman, P.N.P.
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Alpha Zeta Omega National Auxiliary
Harry J. Anslinger

Former U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics
Dr. William S. Apple Executive Director, 

American Pharmaceutical Association
Nick Avellone President, 

National Association of Retail Druggists
Dr. Martin Barr Vice President, 

Wayne State University
Dr. Leroy D. Beltz

Dean, Ohio Northern University College of Pharmacy
Dr. Joseph Bianculli Dean, 

University of Pittsburgh School of Pharmacy
Dr. William L. Blockstein Edward Kremers Professor

of Pharmacy, University of Wisconsin
Dr. Paul Briggs Executive Director, 

American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education
Dr. Michael R. Cohen President,

The Institute for Safe Medication Practices
Dr. John L. Colaizzi Dean, 

Rutgers College of Pharmacy, New Jersey
James D. Cope Former Executive Secretary, 

Ohio State Pharmaceutical Association
Angel Carabillo D’Angelo Assistant Dean, St. John’s 

Univ. College of Pharmacy, Vice-President APhA
Sylvester H. Dretzka Former Treasurer,

American Institute of the History of Pharmacy
Gloria Flacks AZO Past National President
George H. Frates Past President, 

California Pharmaceutical Association; 
Former Washington Representative; N.A.R.D.

Dr. Ivor Griffith Past President, 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science; 
Past President American Pharmaceutical Association

Dr. Steven M. Gross Dean, Arnold and Marie Schwartz 
College of Pharmacy and Allied Sciences

Robert A. Hardt Past President, 
Armour Pharmaceutical 

Philip A. Hart United States Senator, 
State of Michigan

Hubert H. Humphrey United States Senator, 
State of Minnesota (subsequently served as 
Vice-President of the United States)

Dr. Daniel A. Hussar Dean, Philadelphia College of 
Pharmacy and Science, Remington Prof. of Pharmacy

Louis E. Kazin Editor, N.A.R.D. Journal
William Katz President of N.A.R.D., P.S.D.
Dr. Joseph F. Kowalewski Dean, 

University of Cincinnati College of Pharmacy
Eli Lilly Honorary Chairman, 

Board of Directors, Eli Lilly and Company
John C. MacFarlane President, 

Young Drug Products Corporation
Frederick S. Mayer Pharmacists Planning Service, Inc.

AZO Achievement Medalist Receipients
Dr. Daniel A. Nona Executive Director, 

American Council on Pharmaceutical Education
Mary Rose Oaker Representative of the 

United States Congress for Cleveland, Ohio
Joseph A. Oddis Executive Vice President of American 

Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP)
Dr. Lloyd M. Parks President, 

American Pharmaceutical Association
Joy E. Pollock, Esq. Legal Advisor of Alpha Zeta Omega 

and AZO Past National President
Paul A. Pumpian Secretary, Wisconsin State Board of 

Pharmacy (subsequently served as Secretary, 
New Jersey State Board of Pharmacy)

Rho Chi Honor Society
Irving Rubin Editor, Pharmacy Times
Schering-Plough Corporation
Howard R. Schiff Executive Director at Maryland 

Pharmacists Association, University of Maryland
Lois Jean Seidenman AZO Past National President
Willard B. Simmons Executive Secretary, 

National Association of Retail Druggists
Dr. Glenn A. Sonnedecker Former Director of the 

American Institute of the History of Pharmacy
Dr. Robert L. Swain Former Editor-in-Chief, 

Drug Topics Magazine
John T. Toohy General Manager, E.R. Squibb & Son; 

Past Vice President, Olin Mathieson
Dr. Charles M. West Executive Vice-President of N.A.R.D.
William E. WoodsWashington Representative, N.A.R.D.; 

Associate General Counsel, N.A.R.D.

Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D. congratulating Gloria Flacks, P.N.P.
the 2017 Achievement Medalist recipient.
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Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D.
congratulating Bola

Olagunju, Tau Chapter

Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D.
congratulating Casey
Fischer, Lamdba Nu 

Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D.
congratulating Nicole
Hodgdon, Nu Chapter

2017 Ephraim G. Sless and Simon I. Sless Award Presentations

Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D.
congratulating Austin
Wagner, Rho Chapter

Katelyn Parsons, Supreme 2nd Sub-DirectorumLaruen Judson, Supreme 1st Sub-Directorum Nicole Saracino, Supreme Associate Signare

Nicole Hodgdon, Supreme Bellarum

Nicole Silengo and Sumanth Inaganti, 
Supreme Undergraduate Associate Reps

Adam Schweitzer, Past AZOan EditorJon McLachlan, Supreme Excheque

Izzy Janajreh, P.S.D., Supreme Council 
Member-At-Large 

Tiffany Janajreh, Supreme Signare

Nicole Cammarota, 
Supreme Undergraduate Reprentative

Harjeet Caberwal, P.S.D.
congratulating John Chin, P.S.D.

New York Alumni

Harjeet shows his appreciation to Supreme officers at National Convention.
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A First... A 70-Year Frater: Herb Pobiner
“Good afternoon... my name is Philip Bauman and I am a Frater.
My name is Billie Lederman-Bauman and I am the wife of a Frater, the daughter of a Frater, the sister of
a Frater and the cousin of a Frater.
70 years ago a young man, fresh out of the Navy enrolled in Fordham University College of Pharmacy in
the Bronx, New York, and while there pledged Xi Chapter of Alpha Zeta Omega.
That young man is my cousin, Herb Pobiner.
Herb graduated from Fordham and began what was to become a distinguished career in pharmacy.
For over 40 years, Herb was a leader in pharmacy and community health services in New York.
He managed and owned several independent pharmacies including Newton Pharmacy, Newton Hospital
and Surgical Supply Company, Timmermann Apothecary and Glen Cove Pharmacy on Long Island.
He held the title of Pharmacist Mate in the United States Navy during World War ll from 1944-1946. He
later served as President of the Manhattan Pharmacist Association and as president of the New York
Pharmacists Association.
In addition to his pharmaceutical career, Herb was active in civic and philanthropic organizations. He held
board appointments including a membership on the New York City Small Business Advisory Board and
was National Secretary to the Israel Cancer Research Fund.
While doing this and raising a family, Herb remained an active and vibrant presence in Alpha Zeta Omega.
A 70-year pin has NEVER been previously presented to a Frater.
And so it is our honor, at this time on behalf of AZO and New York Alumni to present this specially crafted
70-year pin to my cousin and Frater, Herb Pobiner.” Philip Bauman

AZO CONVENTION PANORAMA| 1921-2018 | AZO Convention sites since the first one.

1921 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1922 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1923 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1924 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1925 Newark, New Jersey
1926 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1927 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1928 Baltimore, Maryland
1929 New York City, New York
1930 Cleveland, Ohio
1931 Cincinnati, Ohio
1932 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1933 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1934 Baltimore, Maryland
1935 Louisville, Kentucky
1936 Hartford, Connecticut
1937 Cleveland, Ohio
1938 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1939 New York City, New York
1940 Detroit, Michigan
1941 Cincinnati, Ohio
1942 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1943 Cleveland, Ohio
1944 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
1945 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1946 Louisville, Kentucky
1947 Cleveland, Ohio
1948 Washington, D.C.
1949 Detroit, Michigan
1950 Baltimore, Maryland
1951 Cincinnati, Ohio
1952 New York City, New York
1953 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

1954 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1955 Kiamesha Lake, New York
1956 Louisville, Kentucky
1957 Washington, D.C.
1958 Cleveland, Ohio
1959 Miami Beach, Florida
1960 Kiamesha Lake, New York
1961 Cincinnati, Ohio
1962 Pleasantdale, New Jersey
1963 Detroit, Michigan
1964 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1965 Kiamesha Lake, New York
1966 Miami Beach, Florida
1967 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
1968 Washington, D.C.
1969 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
1970 Tamiment, Pennsylvania
1971 Cleveland, Ohio
1972 Miami Beach, Florida
1973 Phoenix, Arizona
1974 Freeport, Bahamas
1975 Toronto, Canada
1976 Swan Lake, New York
1977 Detroit, Michigan
1978 Swan Lake, New York
1979 Nashville, Tennessee
1980 Miami Beach, Florida
1981 Cincinnati, Ohio
1982 Cleveland, Ohio
1983 Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
1984 Cincinnati, Ohio
1985 Orlando, Florida
1986 Milwaukee, Wisconsin

1987 Cleveland, Ohio
1988 Williamsburg, Virginia
1989 Ellenville, New York
1990 Miami Beach, Florida
1991 Atlantic City, New Jersey
1992 Mt. Laurel, Pennsylvania
1993 Chicago, Illinois
1994 Cleveland, Ohio
1995 Charleston, South Carolina
1996 Mt. Pocono, Pennsylvania
1997 Monticello, New York
1998 Bloomington, Minnesota
1999 Atlantic City, New Jersey
2000 New York City, New York
2001 Oranjestad, Aruba
2002 Toronto, Canada
2003 Baltimore, Maryland
2004 Oranjestad, Aruba
2005 Montréal, Canada
2006 Boston, Massachusetts
2007 Atlantic City, New Jersey
2008 Cleveland, Ohio
2009 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
2010 Rio Grande, Puerto Rico
2011 Mystic, Connecticut
2012 Baltimore, Maryland
2013 Alexandria, Virginia
2014 Boston, Massachusetts
2015 Oranjestad, Aruba
2016 Montréal, Canada
2017 Providence, Rhode Island
2018 Charlotte, North Carolina
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2018
Ephraim G. Sless Award

Presented by the Supreme Directorum, 
the Ephraim G. Sless Award shall be given to those 

graduate Fraters who have performed outstanding service 
to the Fraternity on a chapter level over a period of time.

Frater Harjeet Caberwal
Epsilon Chapter

Frater Jason Marchal
Theta Gamma Chapter

Frater Herb Pobiner
New York Alumni

Frater Emily Wilson
Lambda Nu Chapter
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2018
Simon I. Sless Award

Presented by the Supreme Directorum, the Simon I. Sless Award shall be given to
those undergraduate Fraters who have performed outstanding service to 

the Fraternity on a chapter level over a period of time.

Frater Stephanie Niman
Delta Tau Chapter

Frater Daniel Hannig
Theta Gamma Chapter

Frater Luke Neumann
Rho Chapter

Frater Sumanth Inaganti
Epsilon Chapter

Frater Joanna McCormack
Tau Chapter

Frater Jenna Michniewicz
Sigma Chapter

Frater Mallory Norman
Nu Chapter

Frater Sandra Rolon
Pi Rho Chapter

Frater Natalie Underdown
Lambda Nu Chapter
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Fraters inducted 25 years ago: 1992-93 Fraters inducted 25 years ago: 1992-93

Joel Alderfer Beta
Laura MacEntee Beta
Kristine McGuire Beta
Kimberly O’Hara Beta
Sushama Sahasrabuddhe Beta
Mollie Breakey Beta
Jennifer Jimenez Beta
Christa Meyer Beta
Mary Michalov Beta
Robert Museolino Beta
Robert Nace Beta
Amishi Shah Beta
Cindy Skirlis Beta
Rakhee Vasant Beta
Heather Zechman Beta
Christopher Buono Epsilon
Isabel Rodriguez Epsilon
Mary Sotirhas Epsilon
Jennifer Zerbe Epsilon
Kevin Carey Epsilon
Manisha Lalwani Epsilon
Felix Luisi Epsilon
Jeffrey Mohan Epsilon
Edward Vince Epsilon
Rocco Zullo Epsilon
Kimberly Forman Epsilon
Michele Gieger Epsilon
Barbara Landis Epsilon
Michael Lygas Epsilon
Allen Morton Epsilon
Dawn O’Meara Epsilon
Nicholas Senencuk, Jr. Epsilon
Steve Varvatos Epsilon
Kristin Ball Kappa
Delores Bievenour Kappa
Ellen Bloom Kappa
Anthony Brocuto, Jr. Kappa
Julie Burkhardt Kappa
Stacey Dillon Kappa
Joseph Glass II Kappa
Rodora Hayag Kappa
Kristin Koo Kappa
Jennifer Lofland Kappa
Manisha Mistry Kappa
Kathleen Phelan Kappa
Bryan Sevier Kappa
Jacintha Stall Kappa
John Sybert Kappa
Joseph Venginickal Kappa
Melissa Voisine Kappa
Linda Wojcik Kappa
Susan Bernardo Nu
Susan DeLoid Nu
Heather Fontaine Nu
Matthew Gordon Nu
Michelle Leary Nu
Terrence O’Brien Nu
Jason Ostrosky Nu
Jeffrey Parkosewich Nu
Son Cao Nu
Jamey Dodge Nu
Karen Hynes Nu
Sam Ith Nu
Yong Kwon Nu
Carrie Shilale Nu
Ethan Stier Nu

Tien Tran Nu
Albert Bowle Nu Mu
Lisa May Nu Mu
Sarju Patel Nu Mu
Deborah Romero Nu Mu
Yvonne Rubio Nu Mu
Sonya Sais Nu Mu
Sandra Varela Nu Mu
Phillip Zaffery Nu Mu
Radhan Bakhtiani Psi
Madelyn Becerra Psi
Sharon Burgess Psi
Madeline Camejo Psi
Matthew DeBacker Psi
Robert Hall Psi
Fauzia Hussain Psi
Margaret Leipold Psi
Miguel Machin, Jr. Psi
Nelson Plasencia Psi
Elizabeth Short Psi
Arlene Tapanes Psi
Soumil Tripathi Psi
For Tsang Psi
Jennifer Combs Sigma
Tina DeLong Sigma
Heather Essex Sigma
Christine Harmon Sigma
Michael Maas Sigma
Sarah Pakukski Sigma
Kelly Ramp Sigma
Catherine Tomaszewski Sigma
Darlene Ulman Sigma
Aaron Wensink Sigma
Kimberly Whalley Sigma
Tracey Wingate Sigma
Jane Wissuchek Sigma
Albert Wright, Jr. Sigma
Heather Alloway Theta Beta
Jeanette Berroteran Theta Beta
Cortney Blodgett Theta Beta
Stephen Burson Theta Beta
Erica Campbell Theta Beta
William Carnie Theta Beta
Margie Centino Theta Beta
Joy Cline Theta Beta
Patricia Cretin Theta Beta
Kristen Dalgleish Theta Beta
Michelle Dixon Theta Beta
Scott Geduldig Theta Beta
Kimberly Harris Theta Beta
Alan Horvath Theta Beta
Jinny Jin Huh Theta Beta
Timothy Kingsbury Theta Beta
Chad Mathews Theta Beta
Robert Myers Theta Beta
Cheryl Nolte Theta Beta
Pavlos Pavlidas Theta Beta
Thai Pham Theta Beta
Richelle Reid Theta Beta
Theodore Sawulski Theta Beta
Kelly Swensgard Theta Beta
Jennifer Thompson Theta Beta
Annie Travis Theta Beta
Pamela Wallo Theta Beta
Karriann Wood Theta Beta
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Fraters inducted 50 years ago: 1967-68 Fraters inducted 50 years ago: 1967-68

Harry Haskill Sigma
Donald Hersh Sigma
Thomas Hinds Sigma
Mark Marenberg Sigma
James Swartz Sigma
Wayne Wilson Sigma
Thomas Mancini S. Connecticut Alumni
Max Cohen Theta (Honorary)
Seth Harris Theta (Honorary)
Stephen Bisacco Zeta
Donald derBoghossian Zeta
Joseph Doro Zeta
Jack Florio Zeta
Raymond Gizienski Zeta
Harry Milder Zeta
Ralph Montalvo Zeta
Ronald Opalinski Zeta
Richard Raczka Zeta
Michael Schwartz Zeta
Steven Seidel Zeta
Allan Stern Zeta
Lawrence Troch Zeta
Alexander Verrigni Zeta
Gerald Weiskopf Zeta

Charles Benjamin Beta
Abraham Katz California Alumni
John Agostino Epsilon
Neal Appel Epsilon
Barry Braverman Epsilon
John Kardashian Epsilon
Larry Kessler Epsilon
Stephen Lieberman Epsilon
Alexander Lawrence Epsilon
Arthur Nardone Epsilon
Robert Pietrusko Epsilon
Don Silver Epsilon
Steven Lipp Eta
Dr. Joseph Kowakewski Eta (Honorary)
Edward Plogman Eta (Honorary)
Sol Schaengold Eta
Michael Scheffler Eta
Dr. Carl Swisher Eta (Honorary)
Norbert Weintraub Eta
Claude Agostini Gamma
Mark Cohen Gamma
Sheldon Orkin Gamma
Bruce Robbins Gamma
Ronald Schachore Gamma
Marc Schnee Gamma
Harry Shore Gamma
Walter Baron Iota
Eli Berkofsky Iota
Sebastian Carollo Iota
Michael Gecht Iota
Joseph Mislowack Iota
Sidney Schneps Iota
Joel Selitsky Iota
Michael Smith Iota
Eric Sorkin Iota
Robert Weiss Iota
Michael Appel Kappa
David Bochlin Kappa
Gary Lesser Kappa
Benjamin Bonn Miami Alumni
Edward Klein Miami Alumni
Alfred Altman Milwaukee Alumni
Marvin Garfinkel Milwaukee Alumni
Don Laber Milwaukee Alumni
Louis Koplan Milwaukee Alumni
Arthur Teplinsky Milwaukee Alumni
Jeffrey Bohrman Mu
Gerald Bower Mu
Keith Burechson Mu
Howard Filtz Mu
Raymond Golle Mu
Leslie Lawhead Mu
Michael Makuta Mu
Karl Raszewski Mu
Richard Segal Mu
Dr. Willis Brewer Phoenix Alumni (Honorary)
Herbert Zarrow Phoenix Alumni
Leon Levin Pi
Robert Sinker Pi
David Walker Pi
Robert Manchester, Jr. Rho
Dana Wilcox Rho
Steven Wise Rho
David Woodworth, Jr. Rho
Stanley Yakovitz Rho

Fraters inducted 75 years ago: 1942-43

Eugene Axelrad Epsilon
Leonard Buechler Epsilon
Saul Kalish Epsilon
Morton Lizzack Epsilon
Alfred Shapiro Epsilon
Leonard Tucker Epsilon
Jay Glushakow Kappa
Nathan Myers Mu
Oscar Perer Mu
Sanford Rosner Mu
Louis Slaton Mu
Marvin Sniderman Mu
Leo Birenbaum Rho
Bernard Markowitz Rho
Allen Adler Theta
Marvin Feldman Theta
Meyer Friedman Theta
Bernard Greenstein Theta
Richard Kaplan Theta
George Krohn Theta
Jerome Miller Theta
Saul Millman Theta
Albert Rosenberg Theta
Edward Satz Theta
Ben Schwimmer Theta
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Delta Tau Chapter
SPRING 2018
Justin Adamczyk
Katie Burke
Gianna Comparone
Nicholas Crocetta
Jared Drown
Alexander Fletcher
Benjamin Horton
Alan Keeley
Sarah Lander
Elizabeth Mielnicki
Nicole Ondrush
Cara O’Toole
Alicia Salazar
Myranda Santoro
Ridge Sulkey
Emma Thomas
Paul Vu

Epsilon Chapter
FALL 2017
Vijay Anand
Mansi Modi
Moksha Patel
Timothy Hajj
Peter Kim
Tony Chong
Lianza Gabor
Gi Young Kim
Chris Pella
Jack Kissam

SPRING 2018
Arun Changa
Sarah Park
Hanson Ky
Isabel Chacko
Brianna Perumpail
Lindsey Tran
Brian Ding
Dheer Bole

Kappa Chapter
FALL 2017
Christine Mukayiranga
Ariel Wilson
Taiba Jamil
Ayesha Ishaq
Farideh Sistani-Khanaman

Lambda Nu Chapter
SPRING 2018
Abby Angevine
Lilly Beauregard
Yaneysy Bravo
Jamie Duggan
Robert Gebhardt
Jennifer Hammond
Cassandra Lyons
Hillary Mishcon
Elsie Morgan
Danielle Simeone
Alyssa White

Nu Chapter
SPRING 2018
Hannah Ayers
Sabrina Balsamo
Nathalie Brown
Caitlee Callahan
Bailey Conkey
Sarah Erlingheuser
Shelly Evia
Isabella Hernandez
Jennifer Hwang
Amanda Idusuyi
Hannah Langlais
Ashley Levy
Karisse Lora
James Lu
Hannah McCarthy
Sarah Meade
Wyatt Merrill
Arian Novaj
Tyler Oakes
Rebecca Palma
Kevin Pham
Angela Sang
Jung Seo
Mehak Sharma
Erin Supko
Jordan Vidal

New Fraters | 2017-2018 | Fraternal Year
Pi Rho Chapter
SPRING 2018
Camila Alonso Conty
Andrea Paola Barreto 

Mercado
Juan Antonio Bernier
Stephanie N. Burgos 

Ramírez
Carol Enid Colón González
Jonathan Figueroa Colon
Luis J. Justiniano Torres
Vivianna Mas Kildare
Carlos Rafael Mercado 

Méndez
Luis J. Negron Martes
Stephanie Pagán
Nicole A. Pérez
Gabriel O. Rodríguez
Narváez Andres Rodriguez

Ochoa
Lizmarie Rosado Rivera
Carlos Soto Cardona
Marielys Villa Ortiz

Psi Chapter
FALL 2017
Amalis Hernandez
Tamar Tatai
Terry Smith
James Jenkins

SPRING 2018
Jeronimo Quintero Mejia

Rho Chapter
FALL 2017
Aaron Alden
Luke Berra
Weston Davis
Nguyen Hong
Jake Neeman
John Meinhardt
Chandler Stephens

Rho Iota Chapter
FALL 2017
Jade Supino
Bethany Ramos
Athena Matsikas
Brittney Baptista
Roger Alkabout
Jamie Baker
James Lawless
Alicia Blazer
Kaitlin Leduc
Emelia Pendergast

Sigma Chapter
FALL 2017
Shannon Morselli
Hunter Burtt
Katie Michalak
Gurmann Boparai
Abdallah Wahdan
Paige Newman
Ryan Sears

SPRING 2018
Nicole Hiatt 

Tau Chapter
SPRING 2018
Amanda Bain
Ariana Banijamali
Augusta Branscome
Brianna Gratta
Erin Polbos
Hanna Strek
Brianna Tarsillo
Felicia Wang

Theta Gamma Chapter
FALL 2017
Meghan Bogner
Ali Burdick
Oscar Freyre
Audrey Zbydnowski

SPRING 2018
Nathan Bedel
Allison Berryman
Daulton Buetner
Lauren Bull
Morgan Contreras
Kallee Gersin
Racheal Hendershot
Megan Juergens
Jason Marchal
Becca Turek
Maryna Vasylyeva
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Silent Mortars
“The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away.

Blessed be the name of the Lord”.
It is my sad duty to report that the following Fraters have passed away during the past fraternal year:

These were merciful Fraters whose righteous deeds have not been forgotten.

They are transmitted to their descendants; a good inheritance for their posterity.

This posterity shall endure forever and their glory will not be blotted out, they live buried in peace;

their names live on for all generations. Alpha Zeta Omega will declare their wisdom and recite praise.

“May the Father of peace send peace to all who mourn 
and comfort all who are bereaved ”

Amen.

Paul R. Holly, P.S.D.
Supreme Chaplain

AZO Fraters

Stanley Alper –  Rho

Irv Barshack –  Kappa

Sherman Gershman –  Nu

Ernest "Ernie" Jacobson, P.S.D. –  Beta

Sheldon Karasik –  Nu

David Katz –  Detroit Alumni 

Larry Katz –  Sigma 

Duane Luster –  Nu 

Maurice Mervis –  Mu

C. David Poppe –  Eta 

Joe Stein –  Eta

Mike Wild –  Xi

National Auxiliary Members

Barbara Baker –  Epsilon

Bernice Brookenthal –  Eta

Bea Brainin –  New York Alumni

Doris Feder, P.N.P. –  Miami Alumni

Arlene Fiel –  Philadelphia Alumni

Selma Grenald –  Miami Alumni

Helen Leibowitz –  Detroit Alumni

Arline Seltzer –  Connecticut Alumni 

Ann Zvibleman –  Rho
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In�Memoriam
Ernest “Ernie” Jacobson, P.S.D., Beta

April 23, 1930 – January 8, 2018
1991-1992 Supreme Directorum

1999 Meritorious Award Recipient 

Past Supreme Directorum Ernie Jacobson passed away January 8, 2018 at the age of
87. Born in Germany, Ernie joined Alpha Zeta Omega Beta Chapter at Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy and Science in 1950.
After graduation in 1953, Ernie served in the United States Army for two years and
returned to Philadelphia to practice community pharmacy for over 40 years. Ernie
was a member of National Association of Retail Druggists, Philadelphia Association
of Retail Druggists where he served on its Board of Directors, and the Masons.
Upon retiring from practice, Ernie and Dottie split time between Philadelphia and
Florida.
Ernie held many positions in both Beta and Philadelphia Alumni, culminating with
serving as Directorum in 1965-1966, followed by many years on the Board of
Directors. His first position in Supreme was Bellarum in 1986-1987, followed by two
years as Excheque, 2nd Sub-Directorum in 1989-1990, 1st Sub-Directorum in 1990-
1991, and Supreme Directorum in 1991-1992. After leaving office, Ernie served as
Ephraim G. Sless Memorial Chairman, 11 years as Director of Financial Affairs, and
as Trustee of the E.G. Sless Memorial Fund for three years. Ernie was chosen as the
1999 Meritorious Award recipient.
Ernie and Past National President Dottie were married in 1951 and is survived by his
son Barry (Carrie), daughter Heidi Rubin (Mitchell), grandchildren Brad Jacobson
(Elinora), Rachel Jacobson, David Jacobson (Stephanie), Emily Jacobson, Ilana
Rubin (Matan), Shira Chervin (Ben), and great grandson Noah Price Jacobson.

Rest in Peace, Frater
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GLENN AXELROD
SENIOR ASSOCIATE
INVESTMENTS

599 WEST HARTSDALE AVENUE, WHITE PLAINS, NY 10607
914•761•6456   1•800•453•7637   Fax: 914•761•6434

www.davidlerner.com          Member FINRA & SIPC

Welcome to 

Pharmsaver

Technology that works 
for you

We allow pharmacies to maintain 
current ordering methodology, whether 
wholesaler web based or dispensing 
system driven, while providing the 
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A&M Financial Group
Saving the Client Money is our Goal!

Andreas Georgiou, Account Executive
Phone: (201) 481-3634 | Fax: (973) 812-9217

Email: a.georgiou.insurance@gmail.com

BUSINESS | INDIVIDUALS | EXECUTIVES

Technology that works for you! | Pharmsaver.net
We allow pharmacies to maintain current ordering methodology,
whether wholesaler web based or dispensing system driven, while
providing the mechanism to analyze pricing. Based on your pharmacy
specific rule set, we compare your order against other market orders.

All at NO COST to Pharmacy users! | 516-374-0920

AZO’s National Auxiliary
Tablecloth FUNDRAISER

YOUR ‘SIGNATURE’ MAKES A DIFFERENCE!

In Memory of

Jeff Levy

from Pat Daddino, R.Ph.

S.J.S. Pharmacy
105-107 East Burnside Avenue
Bronx, New York 10453
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Congratulations Katelyn!

Wishing you only the best 
on your journey as 

Supreme Directorum!

Love,
Copper & Kyle

Congratulations to
ALPHA ZETA OMEGA
on their dedication to the
profession of pharmacy.

FREE DELIVERY! All Insurance Plans Accepted.
Bill Payments. Monthly Sales. Prepaid Phones.

We do more than just your prescriptions!

Ashburton Avenue Pharmacy Inc.
180 Ashburton Avenue, Yonkers, New York 10701

Reddy Chirra, Pharmacist | Email: ashburtonpharm@gmail.com
Phone: 914.963.4525 | Fax: 914.963.4611

CONGRATULATIONS TO
ALPHA ZETA OMEGA

on their 98th
National Convention!

Paul Orazio & Shari Reffsin
Your friends at

Orazio Financial Services
4 Executive Boulevard, Suite 203

Suffern, NY 10901
Tel: (845) 368-4402 • Fax: (845) 368-4407

In Memory of 

Dr. Jeff Levy

Jorgé and Barbara Ocasio
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CONGRATULATIONS AZO ON YOUR 98TH NATIONAL CONVENTION AND
BEST WISHES TO DR. KATELYN PARSONS – SUPREME DIRECTORUM AND 
LOIS J. SEIDENMAN, P.N.P. – ACHIEVEMENT MEDALIST AWARD RECIPIENT

Morton Advertising, Inc. l Your AZOAN Publisher l 212.465.2250 l don@MortonAd.com l www.MortonAd.com

Congratulations Lois from your first family...
we all know that AZO is your second family.

Love,
Andi, Shana, Brian, Christine, Zachary and Mike
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Newport Pharmacy Angelo Pharmacy Midtown Pharmacy Bakers Pharmacy* Silverton Pharmacy
165 Erie Street 492 Ferry Street 581 Kearny Avenue 38-42 Main Street 1824 Hooper Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07302-1614 Newark, NJ 07105-3988 Kearny, NJ 07032-2737 Sussex, NJ 07461 Toms River, NJ 08753
Phone: 201-963-1903 Phone: 973-589-6530 Phone: 201-991-3454 Phone: 973-875-4141 Phone: 732-255-4788
Panther Valley Pharmacy Bell’s Pharmacy* Raritan Valley Pharmacy* West Milford Pharmacy* Haworth Apothecary*
Route 517, Village Square 1907 Route 27 1041 Route 202 North 1495 Union Valley Road 169 Terrace Street
Alamunchy, NJ 07820-0399 Edison, NJ 08817-3212 Branchburg, NJ 08876-3936 West Milford, NJ 07480 Haworth, NJ 07641
Phone: 908-852-8818 Phone: 732-985-1211 Phone: 908-429-5544 Phone: 973-728-1400 Phone: 201-384-7171
Union Avenue Pharmacy* AR-EX Pharmacy Heights Specialty Pharmacy Camacho Pharmacy* Belleville Pharmacy
433 West Union Avenue 370 New Brunswick Avenue 450 Boulevard 509 Elizabeth Avenue 338 Washington Avenue
Bound Brook, NJ 08805 Fords, NJ 08863 Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604 Elizabeth, NJ 07206 Belleville, NJ 07109
Phone: 732-356-3113 Phone: 732-738-1085 Phone: 201-288-0404 Phone: 908-355-1784 Phone: 973-759-1956
Boro Hall Pharmacy Boyt Drugs* Ocean Breeze Pharmacy Koblins Pharmacy Olden Pharmacy
565 Bound Brook Road 411 Main Street 501 Seaview Avenue 96 Main Street 930 S. Olden Avenue
Middlesex, NJ 08846 Metuchen, NJ 08840 Staten Island, NY 10305 Nyack, NY 10960 Hamilton, NJ 08610
Phone: 732-738-1085 Phone: 732-548-2125 Phone: 718-979-5036 Phone: 845-358-0688 Phone: 609-586-6661
Robinson Drug Shop Grove Pharmacy Plumsted Pharmacy* Jersey Drugs Tiffany Natural Pharmacy*
2 East Main Street 123 Grove Street 28 Brindletown Road 286 Central Avenue 1115 South Avenue
Mendham, NJ 07945 Montclair, NJ 07042 New Egypt, NJ 08533 Jersey City, NJ 07307 Westfield, NJ 07090-1418
Phone: 973-543-2525 Phone: 973-744-5550 Phone: 609-758-8829 Phone: 201-686-4392 Phone: 908-233-2200

*AZO owned or an AZO frater employed pharmacy Making a Difference for Our Patients

Congratulations to ΑΖΩ on their 
98th National Convention!

“YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO BETTER HEALTH”

Congratulations to AZO on
their 98TH National Convention

All the best from,
Chris P. Slajchert CLU, ChFC, CASL
Wealth Advisor

Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
731 Alexander Road, Princeton, NJ 08540

direct:(609) 750-3615
cell: (908) 227-4560
fax: (609) 951-8788

For on-line account information visit:
www.chrisslajchert.com
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New York Alumni and the 
New York Auxiliary Chapter Congratulates

Dr. Katelyn Parsons
2018-2019 Supreme Directorum

Congratulations to Herb Pobiner
2018 Ephraim G. Sless Award Recipient

New York Alumni and the New York Auxiliary Chapter
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Dear Katelyn,

Congratulations on earning the
position of Supreme Directorum.

AZO has been so important to you
since your UConn days. You have
worked hard towards this and we
know you will your very best.

We are all very proud of you!

Love,
Mom & Dad

“Take your pharmacy to the next lighting level” and SAVE 50% of your energy!

LED LIGHTING 
FOR PHARMACIES

Manufacture  |  Supply  |  Installation Projects  |  973-902-8501  |  www.led-place.com
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David A. Berger and James R. Schiffer salute our friends at the

ALPHA ZETA OMEGA PHARMACEUTICAL FRATERNITY
On the occasion of their 98th Annual National Convention

We extend congratulations to this year’s Achievement Medalist Recipient

Lois J. Seidenman, P.N.P.

Allegaert Berger & Vogel LLP is a full service law firm with offices in New York and New Jersey.
The Firm has a diversified health care practice, and has represented the interests of independent
pharmacy and pharmacy trade associations since its founding in 1997.

111 Broadway, 20th Floor www.ABV.com 1199 Route 22 East 
New York, New York 10006 Mountainside, New Jersey 07092
212.571.0550 908.228.8500
212.571.0555 Fax 908.228.8515 Fax

Congratulations to AZO 
on their 98th National Convention and

Dr. Katelyn Parsons, Supreme Directorum and
Lois Seidenman, Achievement Medalist Receipient

Camacho Pharmacy has been part of the 
Elizabeth Community at its present address for more than 30 years!

from Len Goldfeld, RPh

Camacho Pharmacy
Camacho Pharmacy  |  509 Elizabeth Avenue  |  Elizabeth, NJ 07206  |  Phone: 908-355-1784
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Congratulations to Alpha Zeta Omega
on their 98th National Convention!

Like us on facebook https://www.facebook.com/BakersPharmacySussex 
from Brian Oliveira, PharmD

Baker’s Pharmacy  |  38-42 Main Street  |  Sussex, New Jersey 07461  |  Phone: 973-875-4141
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Congratulations Dr. Katelyn Parsons! 
Best of Luck from the Fraters of Delta Tau!

“The Voice of Independent Pharmacy in New Jersey”

44 West Taylor Avenue | Hamilton, NJ 08610 | (800) 633-0037

Terry Malanda
President, Board of Trustees

Brian Pinto
Vice President, Board of Trustees

Marty Miller
Executive Director
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Thank you to our 
Continuing Education presenters.

On behalf of the Supreme Chapter of the 
Alpha Zeta Omega Pharmaceutical Fraternity, 
thank you for serving the pharmacists with 

their CE requirements.
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CONGRATULATIONS 
FROM EPSILON CHAPTER

Peace, Friendship, and Brotherly Love,
Epsilon Chapter

gOOd LUCk And
COngRATULATIOnS TO

DR. KATELYN PARSONS
SUPREmE dIRECTORUm

And ThE 
InCOmIng e-BOARd

COngRATULATIOnS TO

LOIS J. SEIDENMAN, P.N.P.

2018
nATIOnAL 

AChIEvEmEnT mEdALIST
RECIPIEnT

CLASS OF 2018
IAn BERmAn SUngjOO PARk

TIFFAny ChEng jASmInE PATEL

mIn SUng ChOy BRIndA RAghURAmAn

jOOyUng (jAE) ChOI ERIC SAdLIER

mARgARET FInnEgAn ShIvAnI ShAh

ZAhAvA FRIEdmAn PRIyAL SOnI

PhIL gALLO jULIA SPIRIdIgLIOZZI

LAURA hIggInS nICk SPOTTS

SUmAnTh InAgAnTI SAhISTA vAhORA

nAFISA ISLAm CAThERInE vU

STELLA kyAw-SOE CECILIA wOng

ALISOn LIEU dARLEnE yAng

kEvIn mA IRA yEUng

BEn mIAO mELISSA ZhOU

Rutgers University

Epsilon Chapter

Class of 2018
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Started from the bottom now we’re…

…still pretty close to the ground.

CONGRATULATIONS, KATELYN!
Nu Chapter is SO proud of you!
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The OneCheck Select difference: receive a single check, issued within your choice of
30, 60, or 90 days after a return, for all credit due from Return Solutions.

Reclaim time spent tracking expired product return credits so you
can focus on what matters most: your customers and your business .

Credit issued in a single check
eliminates credit tracking.

Receive credit in as little
as 30 days after your return.

$ $
All-inclusive fee deducted from
your check means no surprises.

Credit issued is listed on your check stub, virtually
eliminating credit tracking. Choose from our turn-
key on-site service or our easy and economical
web-based mail-in service. We offer free shipping,
free controls processing, and free destruction of
non-returnable items with return of items for credit.

Introducing MedCollect, our simple, cost-effective,
and compliant consumer medication disposal service!
Display your commitment to your community’s safety
and drive traffic to your store by installing a
medication collection kiosk in your pharmacy.
Learn more at www.mymedcollect.com.

1.800.579.4804 | www.drugreturns.com
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In the event of a pharmacy theft or significant loss of controlled substances, the pharmacy
registrant is required to report, in writing, the loss within one business day upon discovery.

When DEA personnel comes into your pharmacy to investigate the theft or significant loss, this
is where your nightmares will begin, and these nightmares will cost you $14,000 for errors with
your required records, and $65,000 for errors found on filled controlled substance prescriptions.

When DEA determines that your required records and prescriptions violated federal laws and
DEA regulations, their actions will result in a DEA administrative action or a substantial civil fine.

HAVE A PHARMACY THEFT OR A SIGNIFICANT LOSS?
CALL US IMMEDIATELY FOR ASSISTANCE

WANT US TO REVIEW YOUR COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAWS AND DEA REGULATIONS?
CALL US FOR A COMPLIANCE REVIEW OF YOUR PHARMACY

WHAT DOES A PHARMADIVERSION LLC DEA COMPLIANCE PROGRAM PROVIDE YOUR PHARMACY?
REVIEW REQUIRED DEA RECORDS FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

REVIEW YOUR SECURITY OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
DETERMINE YOUR DEA DUE DILIGENCE PRESCRIPTION COMPLIANCE

Carlos M. Aquino
Direct: 610-487-4663

carlos@pharmadiversion.com
WWW.PHARMADIVERSION.COM 

“Contact us before DEA or ….”
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Order today
MATT ZEIGLER
(732) 800-2718

matt.zeigler@primedrx.com
www.primedrx.com
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Congratulations to 
Dr. Katelyn Parsons

from her colleagues within the 
College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences 

on her accomplishments 
and best wishes for 

a very successful year!
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Please continue to support this worthy cause with your generous support.

ABOUT THE LUSTGARTEN FOUNDATION
The Lustgarten Foundation is America’s largest private foundation dedicated to funding pancreatic
cancer research. Based in Bethpage, New York, the Foundation supports research to find a cure for
pancreatic cancer, facilitates dialogue within the medical and scientific community, and educates the
public about the disease through awareness campaigns and fundraising events. Since its inception,
the Lustgarten Foundation has directed $132 million to research and assembled the best scientific
minds with the hope that one day, a cure can be found. Thanks to private funding, 100 percent of
every dollar donated to the Foundation goes directly to pancreatic cancer research. 
For more information, please visit www.lustgarten.org.

Research developments include:
• Clinical trials to develop blood tests and new imaging strategies to detect pancreatic cancer
• Advancements in early detection and screening techniques
• Studies focused on immunotherapy, personalized medicine, and
new drugs/drug combinations to identify more effective treatment options

In loving memory of those fraters and friends we have lost.

Lustgarten Foundation
415 Crossways Park Drive, Suite D | Woodbury, NY 11797 | 1-866-789-1000 | www.lustgarten.org
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